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TODAY:

High: Mid-70s.
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Low: 45.
SATURDAY:

Partly sunny. High: 70s.
Low: 45-50.
SUNDAY: Partly
cloudy.: High: upper 60s
Low: 40s.
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Murray State officials are
proposing to help with
the gaseous diffusion
plant in Paducah.
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Greg Stark
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options in a
possible run
at the SGA

presidency.
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Coping with death can
be difficult. Read student
and staff testimonies of
how they grieved and
professional's advice.
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Sports
The Murray State rifle
teams started their Ohio
Valley Conference title
defense with a victory
over UT-Martin Saturday.
Seepage

•Repairs: Damage to
Racer Arena has left the
volleyball team in the
inadequate facilities of the
North Gym.
By Joe Dan Dacus
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Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said conflict over the playing
conditions of Murray State's volleyball team is the result of a
misunderstanding.
"I don't think the players or
· parents have been well educated
on this matter," Dennison said.
"We want the parents and play-

ers to just be patient and under· ' '
stand that this University is big·
It is unacceptable
ger than just athletics and everyfo D'vision I
one needs to be a team player."
r 1
Stanley Wojinski,
whose
team play. I don't
daughter Mica plays on the volfeel it is
leyball team, does not quite see it
adequate.
that way.
"It is not a matter of being mis-CoACH CHERYL HOLT,
informed," Wojinski said. "The
AuSTIN PEAT
floor was damaged and not
repaired. Dennison, by his own
admission, said the situation was Health's North Gym whilt::
repairs to Racer Arena, which is
handled poorly."
supposed
to be the team's home,
Some of the team members,
faU
months
behind schedule.
who wished not to be named for
•t
think
we are getting
fear of possible repercussions,
screwed,"
a
senior
team member
have even stronger feelings. They
said.
"It
flooded
a
year ago and
feel they have been exiled to Carr

''

they haven't ftxed it yet."
The floor in Racer Arena was
damaged last October when a
strong storm caused flooding in
the facility.
Volleyball
Coach
David
Schwepker said University officials told him repairs to the
team's home court would be completed by August, before the season began. The resurfacing on
the Racer Arena floor is now
scheduled to begin Oct. 1~, and it
could be a couple of weeks later
before the floor can be used. The
laRt home game for the volleyball
team, against Eastern Kentucky,
is Nov. 6.
Dennison said the cause of the

Officials keep close eye on safety
call boxes.
Kirkham plans to formulate
a proposal by next week to
present to the University Safety Committee. Vice President
of Student Affairs Don Robertson chairs the committee,
By Jason Ya tes
which includes top University
Associate Editor
administrators and some 's tudents.
An attack on a Murray State
"We will sit down and disstudent Sunday night has cuss the issues and develop a
raised questions about safety plan of action," Kirkham said.
on campus.
"A list will be made based on
According to information priority and throughout the
provided by Public Safety, a year more things will be added
freshman female student was to the list."
nssaultea by an unidentified
Robertson said the safety
male at 8:57 p.m. in a dimly lit committee met before the
area between White and start of the fall semester and
Regents Colleges. The victim toured campus. He said
was returning to her room although some places need
when a male appeared from more lights, the campus is a
behind some bushes. Public safe place.
Safety officials who are inves..We are safety conscious at
tigating the case have not the University, and 1 feel we
released further information.
are as safe as any campus,"
University officials are Robertson said. "Dral:;tic
already in the process of changes have been made over
improving safety conditions.
the past six or seven years to
Student Government Associ- make this campus safer."
ation President Brandon
Robertson Raid University
Kirkham said safety continues security is currently focusing
to be an issue. Kirkham, SGA on checking doors that are
Vice President Kevin Lowe propped open in the residenand SGA · Secretary Michael tial colleges and making sure
laura Deaton/The News
Thorne took a safety walk lights that burn out are quickthrough campus Sept. 22. ly replaced.
A female student was attacked Sunday as she was atte mptln1
Kirkham said the availability
Robertson said the primary to enter the side door of W hite Co llege.
of call boxes raised the most goal of the committee right
"Safety is a big selling point
eyebrows during the tour.
now is to promote safety edu- tial colleges are tightly shut,
they
do
not
walk
alone
on
camfor
the University and, let's
"It is our belief there should cation.
pus
at
night
and
.
they
use
face
it, it is great now," he
be more call boxes, and they
"As on any campus, things
Racer
escorts
if
they
must
said.
"However, you can never
should be more clearly can happen and crime can
walk
alone.
be
too
safe. If parents see call
marked," Kirkham said.
occur,"· he said. "If students
SGA
Senator-at-large
Jason
boxes
every
50 feet and Racer
Kirkham said some of the use common sense, many
Pittman
is
one
s
tudent
memPatrol
walking
around the
call boxes have a blue light problematic situations can be
her
of
the
safety
committee.
campus,
they
are
going
to feel
that makes them more visible avoided."
He
8Aid
the
campus
by
and
better
about
the
safety
of
their
at night. He said he would like
Robertson suggests students
large
is
safe.
children."
· to see this feature added to all make sure all doors to rcsiden-

•Issu es: School officials
are evaluating the campus
safety conditions and
locations where improvements are needed.

Epilepsy challenges won't stop student
Students who
leave their e-mail
account open could be
subject to major penalties. Read about it in our
"Online" section.
Also, the "Question of the Week" giveaway returns. Enter to
win the new Nine Inch
Nails album, "The Fragile."

Tickets on saleGarbage and Lit tickets
for the MTV College Invasion Tour go on sale today
at the Regional Special
Events Center. Tickets are
$10 with MSU ID, $15 for
non-students. Only one
ticket is sold at $10 per 10.

falls to the ground and breathing becomes shallow. The person then begins to shake vioAutumn Collins was a pretty
lently for about two to three
good student. She made it to
minutes.
her classes on a regular basis,
Her diagnosis was quite a
unlike many of her peers.
shock.
So it was unusual when she
"At ftrst, I was ashamed," she
overslept for a 9 o'clock class
said. "I didn't want anyone to
one day last February. What
know that I was having
was even more unusual was it
seizures. I also experienced a
was six hours later when she
lot of memory loss from the
finally awoke to find her alarm
seizures. ll:ipent a lot of time at
still ringing. Blood was on her
L.1ura [)eaton/ The News home during the summer, trybed, which she concluded was Autumn Co llins, sopho m o re from Dresden, Tenn., spoke t o ing io remember things. I don't
from her tongue, which she had W hite Co llege reside nts last week about h er battle with epile psy. even l1u ve a memory of last
apparently bitten during her
Christmas or my birthday."
It was almost a month later last anywhere from a few seclong slumber.
Collins, who was able to skip
doctors
diagnosed onds to a few minutes.
Collins did not know what to when
her senior year of high school,
Doctors diagnosed her with now found smaJl tasks chalthink about the strange events. Collins, sophomore from Dresgrand
mal, or tonic clonic, a
den,
Tenn.,
with
epilepsy.
Nothing like this had ever hap·
lenging, such as thinki!lg of
pened to her before. She went Epilepsy is a disorder in which type of seizure generally char- simple words. However, she
to her boyfriend's house to stay a person experiences recurrent acterized by n sudden loss of said she is determined to make
the night, and then it happened seizures. These seizures are consciousness. In this type of the best of her situation.
usually spontaneous and can seizure, a person becomes rigid.
again.

By Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer

rLEASE SEE C OLUNs/16
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delays was University officials'
concentration on completing
installation of sprinklers in residential colleges during summer
break.
"Priorities changed during the
summer," Dennison said. "1 feel
that the sprinklers are more
important than athletics. I have
had no problems with Facilities
Management or Purchasing.
(Facilities Management Director)
Dewey Yeatts and his staff have
done everything they can."
Dennison said Facilities Management was originally supposed
to do the work in Racer Arena,
PLEASE SEE FLOOR/16

Friends
honor
Green
off campus
•Reception: After the controversial retirement of former Public Safety Director
Joe Green, friends are holding a reception off campus.
By Kristin Hill

Assistant News Editor

Fonner Murray State Public
Safety Director Joe Green will be
the guest of honor among his
friends and colleagues at a reception Thursday at Calloway County Middle School.
Green was hired in 1966 as one
of two security officers. He was
promoted to director of Public
Safety July 1, 1975.
County officials praised Green
for his achievements at Murray
State.
"Joe Green has been really
important to the University for 33
years and to have his career end
t he way it did without recognition
would be neglecting our duties
and responsibilities to Joe," Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said.
Elkins, a former Murray Police '
Department employee and who is
helping to plan the reception, said
he has been a personal friend and
colleague of Green for more than
20 years.
Dwain Mcintosh, who retired
seven years ago from public relations at the University, said
Green deserves the recognition
because, in addition to his family
and church, Murray State was his
life.
"Personally, I have worked with
him for 24 or 25 years and I couldn't think of a more pleasant and
competent person to deal with
than Joe Green." Mcintosh said.
~All the years I was out there, if I
had to list 10 people for whom I
had the greatest respect, admiration and conftdence in, Joe would
be in the top 10."
Green twice served as president
of the Kentucky Association of
Law Enforcement Administrators
and was recognized for his work
by the Army National Guard, FBI
and U.S. Secret Service. During
Green's tenure at the University,
Murray State's campus was rated
as the safest campus in Kentucky.
Green and his wife, Martha,
will be in the Calloway County
Middle School library from 5 to 7
p.m. Presentations by colleagues
and friends are scheduled for 6
p.m.
The public is welcome to attend.
A basket will be available for anyone who wishes to leave cards, letters, photographs or other
remembrances.

Ne-ws
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Course teaches
bike safety, care
Bicycle Safety and Maintenance is a short course
in the proper care of the
bicycles and safety to
enhance the growing
trend of bike riding.
This non-credit community education course is
designed to teac;h bike
owners how to perform
routine repairs and take
care of necessary preventive maintenance on their
bike. It will also offer a
couple of optional weekend rides.
The course will meet
two consecutive Tuesday
and Thursday evenings. It
begins Oct. 19 and continues through Oct. 28
from 7 to 9 p.m. The cost
is $45.
For more information,
contact the office of conferences and workshops
at 762-3662 or (800) 6697654.

ASCAP hono rs
music professo r
Murray State adjunct
music instructor Ron
Cowherd is a recipient of
an American Society of
Composers, Authors and
Publishers Award.
Cowherd, who has been a
Murray State faculty member since last year,
received the ASCAP
award for two consecutive years for works composed for symphonic and
concert fields.
last year Cowherd
composed a piece,
"Quad-State Celebration,"
for the 50th anniversary
of the Quad-State Band
Festival. He will be a guest
conductor at this year's
festival, which will be held
Nov. 22 at Murray State.
ASCAP awards are
granted by an independent panel and are based
on the unique prestige
value of each writer's catalog of original compositions, as well as performances of those works.

Public relations
seminar offered
Bob Valentine, a journalism and mass communications adjunct professor,
will lead a three-part semInar, "Getting the Word
Out," as a non-credit,
community education
course.
The class will teach participants how to pitch a
story to reporters, plan
events and survive a public relations crisis. "Getting the Word Out'' will
Include effective use of
radio, television, newspapers, telephone and the
Internet.
The class will meet on
Wednesdays from 7 to
8:30 p.m. from Nov. 3 to
17.
For more information,
contact the office of conferences and workshops
at 762-3662 or (800) 6697654.

.

Briefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.
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Prop.osed facility would monitor diffusion
•Center: University offiSEE RELATED STORY ABOUT
GASEOUS DIFFUSION
cials want their proposed
PAGE 7
environmental coordination facility to serve the
Murray State ~:~tafT members
are also anxious.
area.
"If all this comes to pass, it
By Shannon McFarlin
will be a very exciting program
Staff Writer

for us," said Peggy Lowry, direcMurray State officials are tor of Sponsored Programs.
According to the proposal, the
seeking to monitor all the enviCenter
of Excellence provides
ronmental efforts of the region
internationally
recognized
with a proposed $5 million facilexpertise
in
watershed
and
ity to be built at the Hancock
environmental
science
includ·
Biological Station.
These efforts will include the ing remote sensing and GIS.
The proposal states the Cenproblems at the gaseous diffuter is capable of undertaking
sion plant in Paducah.
University President Kern any environmentaVwater moniAlexander hand-delivered a toring research at the Paducah
proposal prepared by Universi- plant.
Murray State officials also
ty officials to Congressional
hope to serve as the environleaders in Washington, D.C.
Murray State's Center of mental coordination facility for
Excellence in Ecosystem Sci- western Kentucky. This area
ence "is uniquely poised to yield includes Paducah, Hopkinsville
appropriate expertise and assis- and Madisonville, as well as the
tance in monitoring, data collec- Purchase area and parts ofMistion, databasing, and research souri and Illinois.
The ultimate goal, according
and analysis of environmental
to
the proposal, is to increase
problems not only at this particcooperation
among universities,
ular site, but also throughout
and
produce
a unified approach
the western Kentucky region,"
to
aquatic
and
environmental
according to the proposal.
problems
in
the
geological and
John Mateja, dean of the Colgeographical
areas.
lege of Science, said the people
This would not be a new conin Washington received the procept
for the Center as the Kenposal well.
tucky
Division of Water
"They're very anxious to have
presently
fulfills this role.
Murray State participate in
An
environmental
coordinatthis," he said.
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Source: College of Science and Industry and Technology

ing facility at Murray State
"would provide an excellent
educational resource at all levels and provide needed data for
economic development," the
proposal stated.
The database wiO include
long-term data on surface and
ground water quality for longterm trend analysis, provide a
clearinghouse for environmental research and conduct basic
and applied scientific research
on the region's water resources.
To provide all that, the pro-

posal states Murray State officials should construct a new
facility that compliments the
existing
environmental
research laboratories.
The new 25,000 square-foot
facility will also provide meeting space for researchers, environmental forums, seminars,
and meetings.
The facility would be linked to
other schools and campuses in
the region via interactive web
and TV.
The quality of environmental

Hancock Biological
Station
research at Murray State has
been recognized by the Commonwealth since 1988, when
the Council on Higher Education designated it as the Center
of Excellence in Ecosystem Science.
The Center regularly provides
expertise to the Kentucky Division of Water, . the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
the Department of Energy, private businesses ana environmental organizations.

Brol{en theater doors need
•
•
•
r~pair, cause Inconvenience

Ra in • • • fin a lly

-Theater: The cost to replace the
hardware in Robert E. Johnson Theatre doors is estimated to be $8,000.

Ryan Brook~The News

Carlos Stolzembach, from Chile, and Masaki Nakano, from
Japan, find shelter from the much needed rain long enough for
a quick chat. Both are graduate students.

been fixed yet.
"We asked the people at Facilities Management to take a look and their people said it is
not a matter of being fixed , but of replacing
them,"
Wendt said.
By Kyle Shadoan
Tbe coet of replacing the hardware, such as
Staff Writer
the hinges and locking mechanisms, is esti- ~--.,:.
Anyone who has tried to get into Robert E. mated to be $8,000.
Johnson Theatre lately knows it's pretty evi"I have no idea what you're talking nbout.
dent the doors are broken.
This is the first time I've heard about it,"
Every door to the Robert E. Johnson The- Larry Anderson, director of Facilities Manatre, except for the handicapped-accessible agement, said.
He also said he didn't know they were brodoor, bears a sign explaining that it is not
usable.
ken and that nobody from the speech commu·
"They're not really broken, they just don't nkation and theatre department has called.
Despite Facilities )..lanagement's lack of
work," Speech Communication and Theatre
Director David Balthrop said.
knowledge about the broken doors, Wendt and
The building was constructed in the 1970s, Balthrop both expressed a des ire for repairs.
"In my opinion it is a facility matter, not an
and over the years it has undergone several
repairs, Ted Wendt, dean of the College of academic matter," Balthrop said.
Fine Arts and Communications, said.
."I have a budget set for other priorities of
"The materials have just worn out," he said. academic purposes," Wendt said. "J<,or examThe doors have caused several problems for ple, I could hire an adjunct professor to teach
the theater department so far, Balthrop said. a class or instead flX the doors," Wendt said.
"One morl)ing over the summer the faculty "No department has the budget to cover
and staff couldn't get in," Balthrop said. "It's things such as this."
Anderson said repairing the doors may not
going to be a major inconvenience when we
have shows in here."
be such a difficult matter.
Said Anderson : "I suggest they turn in a
It is still unclear to many people who is
going to flX the doors, or why they haven't work order and we'll fix them."

Cases of meningitis increase among young adults
•Health: Students living in
student housing are eight to
22 times more likely to contract bacterial meningitis.

.

By Ann Cautrell and
Josh Mitchell
Contributing Writers
In every classroom, behind
every door, lurking throughout
the hallways, a silent killer
could reside, a killer that preys
indiscriminately on seemingly
healthy college students. The
killer is known as meningitis.
"This is a disease caused by
the bacterium N . Meningitidis,"
James Stuart, microbiologist
and professor of biology, said.
"It is contagious and very dangerous because it moves very
rapidly. It is easily treated with
antibiotics if it is properly diagnosed. It is a matter of quick
recognition and treatment."
The number of cases of N.
Meningitidis is rising at an
alarming rate on campuses
across the U.S.
·
Only the American College
Health Association has recommended that one should consider vaccination..
The Center for Disease Con·
trol and other organizations

dents.
Between 15 and 20 percent of
the general population carry
the bacteria that causes meningitis at any given time. Most
people develop an immunity to
have not made a formal recom- the disease.
What exactly makes college
mend.ation
regarding
the
students
more likely to get
Meningococcal vaccine Howevmeningitis?
er, the organizations are meetStudents living in student
ing next month to look at the
housing
are eight to 22 times
recommendations for the vacmore
likely
to contract bacterial
cine.
meningitis.
'The American College Health
"It is a disease inclined to hit
Association, who has a vaccine
or
infect groups that live in conpreventable committee, has
fined
areas like dormitories or
come out with a forrpal recomthe
military,"
Stuart said.
mendation that parents and
Certain
behaviors
common to
students need to consider vaccicollege
life,
such
as
binge
drinknation because the demographing
and
smoking,
reduce
the
ic statistics seem to say that
body's
ability
to
fight
off
the
disthere is an increase of bacterial
meningitis with the college age ease.
"If you do not smoke, and you
population," Judy Lyle, staff
limit
your exposure to tobacco,
nurse and health educator at
your
immune system will be
Murray State Health Services,
healthier,"
Lyle said. "If you do
said. "Now increase means up
not
use
alcohol,
or you use it
from like one to two per 100,000
moderately,
you
have
a healthito three to five per 100,000, so
er
immune
system.
we are still not talking about a
"If you have lower levels of
very common disease."
stress
and you cope well with
The number of 15 to 24-yearstress,
your immune system is
olds contracting the disease has
healthier,"
she said. "If you
more than doubled In recent
wash
your
hands
regularly and •
. years. Approximately 150 of the
take
measures
such
as covering
cases have affected college stuyour mouth and nose when you

are coughing, and others are
doing the same, then you are
less likely to get this."
A wide range of symptoms
accompany this disease, some of
which can be mistaken for other
common diseases.
"The problem with meningitis
is it mimics a respiratory infection, but it can progress very
rapidly into something that can
be life-threatening if it is left
untreated," Lyle said.
How is it possible to distinguish the common flu from N.
Meningitidis? Early signs such
as a stiff neck, rash, lethargy
and vomiting could be an indicator.
"Symptoms include headache,
fever," Stuart said. "There are
early paralysis signs too that
one may recognize. Hallucina·
tion, mental symptoms like that
would be a good indicator," Stuart said.
Two different vaccines are
available for various strains of
meningitis, including the N .
Meningitidis. They can be purchased for less than $65,
depending on the location .
So far, most meningitis cases
have been isolated and have not
posed a serious health threat.
Murray State Health Service

Symptoms of

Meningococcal
Disease

••••••••••••••••••
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Because the disease progresses
rnpidly. often in as lillie as 12
houn.. students are urged to seek
medical ~are imntt!diately if they
experience two or more of the~e

symptoms concurrently.
officials recommends students
consult with their family doctor
to assess their risk for the disease and to detcnnine if the
vaccine is warrant<'d.

Ne-ws·
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Computer center relocates for space
probably by the end of this
week," ACTS Director Linda
Miller said. "It is going to be
substantially longer than that
before everything is built
because we still have planning,
thinking and acquiring to do.
By Josh Mitch ell
Everything seems to take
Contributing Writer
longer than we think, so maybe
by Christmas we will have a
Lack of space and community real flashy facility we can show
college growth is forcing Acade- everybody."
mic Computing and TechnoloThe addition of space will
gy Services to relocate to the provide ample room for expanApplied Science Building, sions, such as a staff and faculACTS officials said.
ty conference room and a classServices should be in opera- room, as well as a dark room
tion by the weekend, but the and faculty development stu·
planning and full completion of dio, Miller said,
She said the clasliroom will
the facility may take a little
be available for training activi·
longer, officials said.
..We're going to have all of ties as well as faculty reservaour things over, and what we tions and multimedia presentahave from over there will be tions.
plugged up and functional
Th e facility will have an

•ACTS: Academic Computing and Technology Services' new facility opens
this weekend, but full completion may take longer.

additional small classroom for "One of our staff members,
seminars and upper-level Wayne Hammaker, manages it
and he spends quite a bit of
courses.
"The faculty development time here working with us and
studio is a place where faculty solving problems. It will make
can come and wor k in an envi- life much easier for him and
ronment where they have us."
access to the computer, access
ACTS will continue to store
to us to help them out when laptop computers, data projec:
they run into problems," Miller tors a nd digital cameras. Howsaid. "They are also away from ever, because of space contheir offices and phones and it straints, Sarah ,Jones, adminisgives them a good opportunity t rative secretary of Infor ma·
to work."
tion Systems, will check over·
The new location will also heads, projectors, carousels,
allow the academic computer tape recorders and other audio
center to more adequately
and video equipment.
oversee and accommodate the
Said Miller: "I think this
Applied Science and Hart Colfacility
is going to be a good
lege computer labs, which
thing,
and
it is going to be a
ACTS manages.
challenge
for
us to let people
"We are now on the same
know
where
we arc now,
floor as the student lab, which
because
we
have
been in Lowry
will be helpful to us to be able
long."
for
so
to be closer to it," Miller said.

NRHH holds horse-kissing fund-raiser
•Reside ntial Colleges: One of several University personnel could k iss
Racer One at halfhme of the homecoming football game.
By Reka Ashley

Staff Writer

Mu rray State's National Ret~idence Hall
Honorary has recruited University faculty
and administrators to help with a fundraiser for the United Way, and these guys
and gals will do anything to raise a buck.
Jennifer Wetzel, president of the NRHH,
said the idea to kiss Racer One was a collaborative effort.
"It had been done before in my high
school," she said. "The group liked the idea
and just took it from there."
Wetzel said right now four people have
agreed to par ticipate. T hey are Mike
Young, assistant to the vice president of

students when they can.
The public will put money into the par·
' ' We u su a lly do penny
ticipants' buckets. Whoever has the most
wa rs, but other groups
money will have to kiss Racer One at halftime of the homecoming footDall game,
were doing that this
Wetzel said.
year. We wanted to do
Depending on the amounts in the other
something different. ' ' buckets, the particpants will do other
activities at Tent City.
- T AMMY ToWNSEND,
Tammy Townsend, secretary of NRHH,
S ECRETARY OF NRHH
s'a id as far as she knows, the NRHH has
never sponsored such a project.
Student Affairs; Paula Hulick, director of
"We usually do penny wars, but some
Housing; Corky Broughton, faculty head of other groups were doing that this year,"
Hart College; and Don Robertson, vice she said. "We wanted to do something difpresident of Student Affairs.
ferent."
"I just asked the participants to help out
Townsend said the NRHH hopes to mnke
and they readily agreed,'' she said. "They this un annual event. Buckets will be set
thought it was amusing. Many of them up Monday in the residential colleges and
have helped out in NRHH in t he past."
in the participant's offices. Students can
Wetzel said she believes it s hows the vote for the participant oftheir choice until
staff's willingness to reach out and help Oct. 15 •

•

Policel3eat
VVednesday, Sept. 22,1 999
12:48 p .m. A person fell in the maze at the NatiOnal Scouting Museum.
The victim was transported to Murray Calloway County Hospital with a
possible broken arm.
Thursday, Sept. 23, 1999
12:48 a.m. Students in College Courts reported getting threatening phone
calls.
Friday, Sept. 24, 1999
9:05a.m. A student reported prank phone calls.
4:11 p.m. There was a non·injury accident north of the Curris Center.
5:59 p.m. A person with an injured back in Blackburn was transported by
EMS to ~urray Calloway County Hospital.
Sunday , Sept. 26, 1999
12:37 a.m. There was noise complaint at Hart College. The students were
advised to quiet down.
2:10a.m. There was a complaint of nude bike riders near 16th and Main
streets.
2:20 a.m. There was a noise complamt at the Curris Center. It was quiet
on arrival.
8:57 p.m. A student reported being grabbed near White College.
10:1 6 p.m. There was a noise complaint at College Courts. The students
were asked to qu1et down.
•
11:36 p.m. A vehicle near Hester College had a flat lire.
Monday, Sept. 27,1999
10:57 a.m. A student riled a complaint about being harassed.
11 :44 a.m. A student reported her book bag stolen from her truck at Hart
College.
'
2:19 p.m. A bike was reported stolen from the Elizabeth College bike
rack.
Tuesday, Sepl 28, 1999
11 :17 p.m. A student reported the theft of a book bag from the Universi·
ty Store,
3:10p.m. A student reported receiving harassing phone calls.
4:38 p.m. Non·students were skateboarding at Sparks Hall and almost hit
workers.
4:48 p.m. A student reported a bike stolen rrom Faculty Hall .

Racer Es co rts • 19
Motorist Assists • 9

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin Hill, assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.
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What has the SGA

do~e

so far this year to better MSU?
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1 Name: Christie·

1-

1ohnson

1 -r Major:
1 lherapudic

I

Recreation

Year: junior
Hometown:
Mayfield

ua don't have a clue."

Name: Michael
Williams
Major: Political
Science
:Vear: Sophomore
Hometown:
· Elizabethtown, Ill.

"I like the
Dippin' Dot~. Did they do
that?"
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Volleyball team suffers in North Gyin. .heat
Playing volleyball in hot,
Our v·ieu'
summer temperatures is
common, but not when the Issue:
sport plays indoors. ·
The Murray State volleyball team Is
The Murray State volley- playing in the North Gym instead
ball team played St. Louis of Racer Arena, due to repairs
University in North Gym from a storm last October.
Sept. 1. The temperature Position:
topped 100 degrees that day, The repairs should have been made
and some were none too a long time ago so Racer Arena
would have been ready for the seahappy about the conditions.
The volleyball team is play- son.
ing in North Gym while repairs are made to Racer

Changes
should take
place faster

Arena. The arena, regarded
by the volleyball media guide
as the second-largest college
volleyball-only facility in the
United States, has been shut
down so the floor can be
repaired from water damage.
Resurfacing of the floor is
scheduled to begin Oct. 11
and the team might not be
able to use the luxuries of the
floor this season.
It is a shame the volleyball

o5£ ·t. e.,\JC~ ~UT 7\-i:tS
NO~j ~tJ 1 ]:" rt\r.ilK
l.-'kL

Garrett

Major: Radio/T.V.
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Evansville, Ind.
" I really don't

know."

V1Jlc1-T 'rrt.

.~~MtoNt ~uf\b

,.~\lttJl ~ t.lVE)

Our V"ieu 1
Name: Dave

team has to play in tight,
cramped conditions which
could have been repaired earlier. Instead, the floor is getting resurfaced about a year
after the accident occurred,
which is unfortunate for t}:le
players. While they are used
to playing in the spacious
confines of Racer Arena, the
team has been relegated to a
site the players are not familiar with.

Issue:
Changes are being made to improve the safety
on campus.

Position:
University and SGA officials need to put more
forethought into making changes, focusing on
preventing tragedies and accidents instead of
waiting until after the fact.

More lighting on campus. More call
boxes.
These are items University officials
.I I
DI~-... .Ji~ve tho,ugHt about adding more 'Of on
Name: Bria~
campus the last few years, but it hasn't
Dever
happened yet.
Major: Art
As a result of the attack of a female
Year: Sophomore
student Sunday night, those items may
Hometown:
soon come to the areas of the campus
Owensboro
which are most in need of them.
"I know they
The attack occurred in a dim area
always put out
between Regents College and White
'The SGA Source.' That's a big
College.
Ironically, Student Governhelp to students."
ment Association President Brandon
Kirkham, along with SGA cohorts Vice
President Kevin Lowe and Secretary
Name: Sylvester
.Michael Thorne, took a safety walk
Merritt
Sept. 22 to look at parts of campus
. Major: Political
which might be unsafe at night and for
,Science
features that could make those parts of
Year: Freshman
campus safer.
Hometown:
But might this be too little, too late?
Clarksville, Tenn.
It was for the student who was
• "Better parking
in general.''
attacked.
Safety on campus, especially at night,
has been an issue which has been
Ryan Brooks/The News
look~d at for several years, but it has
been a work-in-progress. Now, maybe
the work will get done .
• •
The big question becomes where the
first place will be that the lights are
2609 University Statton
added.
Murray State University
We figure the University will try to
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
make the area around Regents and
White bright as day. Had this attack
Jennifer Sacharnoski
not occurred, the area would have
Editor-in-Chief
probably stayed dim.
Jason Yates
Associate Editor
This seems to be a theme with the
Brandl Williams
University. Officials do not look at
News Editor
1

..

areas closely enough to prevent accidents from happening. The accidents
happen and only then does University
officials take action.
Example: Hester College's fourth .
floor catches on fire. One student dies.
Just like clockwork, discussions take
place about why there are no sprinkler
systems in the dorms. Work begins to
have sprinklers installed in the dorms
and most of the dorms have systems
installed now.
Another example: A Board of Regent
member came in from out of town for

the meeting, and he wanted a place to
work out. He was not pleased with
what the University offered in those
facilities. Action was taken with the
University constructing a fitness center in the Curris Center.
When something happens, the University always quickly rectifies the
problem. If there had been sprinklers
in the dorms, however, there may not
have been a tragedy. Since there was
an attack near Regents and White, a
little more light may soon be shed on
the problem.

Greg Stark
Viewpoint Editor

Tara Shelby
College ~ife Ed1tor

Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Donald Lawson
Online Editor

Your ll ielos
GraC:luate sees
positive change

Shelley Street
Chief Copy Editor

Lance Cherry
Advertising Manager
"The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed wnters.
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the v1ew of journalism faculty or the Unlver·
sity. This Is an official publication of Murray
State University.

When a parent sends a child to
live on campus to attend a university. the parent has the right to
expect two things from the university - that the university will provide a good education and that the
university will provide a safe environment for the student.
Murray State does an excellent
job of the first, expecting that its

faculty will be well-educated in the
area they are entrusted with teaching. Murray State looks for the best
in this area.
It is good to see that Murray
State now appears to be heading in
the right direction in the area of
student safety, by appointing a person with education .in the area of
student safety and law enforcement
to be in charge of the department
charged with this task.
Training and education arc both

readily available - at no cost - to
any employee in the department of
Public Safety, and I tru~ t that from
this day forward Murray State's
administration will mandate this
for every employee in the department. A student's safety is too
important to entrus t with t.he
untrained and uneducated.

P. A. Watson
Class of 1987

"The Murray State News• welcomes
commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or
fewer and must be signed. Contributors should include addresses and
phone numbers for verification.
Please include hometown, classification, title or relationship to the University. "The Murray State News"
reserves the right to edit for style,
length and content.
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Columnist may throw
I'm tired of the same old grind.
Come in to work each day, call some
people, get some quotes, lay out some
pages, etc., etc. I'm ready for a new
challenge.
Go out and get a real job? Nah. Been
there, done that.
Write a book? What about, my life?
Nah.
I'm tired of my life. I need a new
challenge.
I've always thought about running
for public office. I don't know the first
thing about it, but it is worth a try. I
can't run for president of the United
States yet because I'm not old enough.
In this instance, I think it is probably good to start out on the bottom
rung of the ladder. But I'm thinking a
little bigger than that.
For the past few weeks, I have been
thinking about what SGA has done
this year. My mind has been drawing
a blank so far.
How about running for SGA president?
Granted, many people have come up
to me (perhaps one or two) with the
idea of running for SGA president in
2000. They have suggested I should
run the candidacy on the platform of
apathy.
That is, I'm just in it for the close
parking spot and the free apartment

In M y
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STARK

and no tuition payments. I'm not going
to do a thing to make the University
better for the students. That's the bottom line.
Nonetheless, the idea has piqued my
interest, so much that 1 decided to
form an exploratory committee of
prospective members for my campaign
team. Copy editor C.D. Bradley gave
me the original idea for running the
campaign, so he decided to be my tentative campaign manager.
I agreed, and he quickly decided to
put associate editor Jason Yates on
the team as my tentative communications director. If there are any questions that come from the media about
my alleged drug or alcohol use, it
would be his job to step in and rightfully tell them it is none of their business and they need to stick to the
issues.
We also decided to get news editor

~at

Brandi Williams in on the prospective
campaign action as my fundraising
director for her ability to raise funds.
So far, she has gotten $200,000 in to
her income by nickeling-and-diming
everyone to death. She worked at a
bank this summer, so that should
help, too.
Remember, I have not decided to
run yet. This is just an exploratory
committee. I'm just thinking about
running. If I do run, however, I have
something to prove.
I'm going to prove I can win on the
platform of doing nothing. That's
right. And I also plan to cut an album
better than former SGA President
Derek Somerville. That should give
people a good reason to vote for me.
While I haven't learned much since I
have been here, one thing I have
learned is happy songs sell records
and sad songs sell beer.
But good music earns votes.
Ifl do announce my candidacy, I will
unveil a website promoting my campaign. Hopefully the · domain name
"www.starksy2000.com" will be available for me to use and Online Editor
Donald Lawson will run and design
the site.
Or the website may just be a blank
page, so it will go along with my "proapathy" stance.

5

in SGA ring

If I run, here's the deal. If you want
someone who you know will not do
anything to help the University, vote
for me. If you want someone who
promises everything for the University (including the sun, the moon and
the stars), vote for them.
I do have one promise, though. If I
run and I am elected, 1 promise to
sleep through every Board of Regents
meeting I attend.

And that's the bottom line.

Greg Starle, the viewpoint editor for
"T~ Murray State News, • will write
columns regarding his possible
attempt at the SGA presidency the last
week of each month. The last column
in March will reveal the answer to the
question everyone will want to know:
Will he or won't he run?

'The News' website
constantly expands
It's the online guy again here
to tell you about some interesting features offered at "The
Murray State News Online."
For those of you who may not
know, we do update the page
everyday with new, online only
columns by various "Murray
State News" writers and
'
r
,
columnists.
All of these columna run on
our online page located at
www. thenews.org/online3.htm.
On Monday, I have a column .
titled "Tech Head." The goal of
the column is designed to
inform the computer user of
the latest breakthroughs in
technology, comment on things
that really tick me otT about
computers and anything else I
can think of that is computer
related.
On Tuesday sports editor
Jason Billingsley has "In the
Ring." For all of you wrestling
fans, this is for you. Jason
brings you all the latest dirt on
the goings on in wrestling as
well as his own personal opinion. And when there is a big
Pay-Per-View coming up, he'll
give you his predictions.
Wednesday offers political
commentary by guest columnist Jonathan Webb. The name
of his column, you guessed it,
"The Webb Page." Jonathan
offers his take on political
events, both those widely covered in the media and those not
so widely publicized.
One column which has gone
through some changes has
been Lori Burling's column,
"Lori's Corner," which is now
titled "Lori's Secrets." Just like
the new title suggests, Lori will

I~
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be revealing her views on life,
love, sex and other unmentionables.
Finally the week is rounded
out with Rob Brown's column
"The Word." For those who
his
off-the-wall,
enjoyed
comedic and sometimes edgy
satire·in our Op/Ed section last
year, this is for you.
Another new feature we have
added to the website is what
we are calling ~e Murray
State News Online Monthly
Chat Series." This new feature
will be held each month with a
new guest each month. Possible guests we'd like to include
are SGA President Brandon
Kirkham, Vice President of '
Student Affairs Don Robertson
and even University President
Kern Alexa.nder.
And before I forget, for those
of you who have been keeping
up with the web page, you may
have noticed the absence of our
"Question of the Week" giveaway. Well, it's back this week
and we're giving away the new
Nine Inch Nails album "The
Fragile."

Donald Lawson is the online
editor for "The Murray State
News.•

.

College becomes more like high school for stUdent
ln my high school, there were
four main groups, or as we commonly referred to them,
cliques.
There were the preps, the
bandos, the freaks and the loners. The preps were identified
by their trademark khakis and
various Abercrombie and Fitch
accessories. The bandos, band
members, typicaUy wore band
T-shirts, and carried their
instruments to and fro. The
freaks had their ultra baggy
jeans and band shirts or black
clothing and multicolored hair.
The loners existed on the
fringes of this mini-society and
didn't care for much except
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their two or three friends and
an interest that drove them,
usually art, music or poetry.
This caste system was simply
maddening to me all four years
of high school. It wasn't the
clothes that really made these
groups what they were; it was

the attitude. It was like nobody digested and broken down into
could be seen with anyone else the new multitude of various
outside his chosen group.
cliques that make up the bulk
When I graduated, I thought of college life. These groups
I had gotten rid of cliques alto- include the various clubs on
gether. However, upon coming campus, such as the SGA, stuhere, the various new college dent Christian organizations,
cliques become ml!ch more intramural sports and even the
prevalent and distinct with mini-groups formed in the residential colleges. The biggest
each passing day.
The fqrmer prep group bas clique of all is the people who
broken down and primarily all belong to the same major.
Just walking down the Quad,
consists of sororities, fraternities and the various athletic you could look at any group of
groups. The bandos have not students and almost guarantee
only been able to preserve their they all have the same major.
way of life, but have actually Art majors hang out with art
doubled in number. The freaks majors, education majors hang
and the loners have been out with education majors. I

guess it's an automatic ice- include like interests? Perhaps
breaker and conversation piece people should . expand their
to complain about what hap· horizons and look outside their
pened in class today.
own little comfort zone.
Next time you're in class,
You would think in a school
with close to 9,000 students strike up a conversation with
such divisions would be nearly someone you usually wouldn't
impossible, but you see evi- talk to. You'd be really shocked
about how much one can learn
dence of them every day.
I have fallen into the same from another. It is said opposituation. I find myself in my sites attract. We should just
own little "clique" that is basi- turn our various magnets the
cally made up of journalism other way and see what will
and art majors. I guess it's come along.
hum.an nature to stick with
what we know. We live in a
world that is segregated by lan- Krista Matheny is a freshman
. guage, race and culture. Must journalism major from Flowe thicken that barrier to rence.
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Lieutenant governor candidate confronts KERA, gun control
•Election: Kathy Lyons
was a supporter of governor candidate Gatewood
Galbraith before she
became his running mate
in the Nov. 2 election.
By Reka Ashley
Staff Writer

·

"'
~

Ka thy Lyons, a Murray
native who is nmning for lieutenant governor Nov. 2, is a
country girl at heart, but no
shrinking violet.
She resides in a traditional
white country farmhouse. The
bouse sits on land that previously belonged to her grandpa re nts and he r childhood
home is j ust a short walk away.
As she steps onto the porch
a nd opens the door with a
smile, a nea t braid brushes
across her back. She iB in her
element, but it is by no means
her only one.
"Sorry about the mess," she
said picking up various books
and pa pers scattered around
the little screened-in porch.
"I'm in campaign mode.."
Lyons said the little porch
sometimes doubles as a workroom.
.
In the corner of the room, a
little black and white kitten
stands meowing for attention.
Lyons is quick to check on it,
because looking after things is
what she does best .

The rust campaign

Lyons said her first "crusade"
.began when she was at Wickliffe Mounds excavation site,
whe r e she worked as an
anthropologist.
··
As a child, Lyons' mother and
grandmother did not want her
to visit the site because they
were afraid some of the
remains may have been those
· of her ancestors.
"As 1 became more interested
in anthropology, I, too, came to
believe the Indian remains
should not remain exposed,"

she said.
in Calloway County were like
Lyons said she felt all the sci- me and assumed the courts
entific data that needed to be were doing a good job."
obtained had been, and now
Lyons said 'more than once in
was the time to lay the dead to her investigations she was told
rest.
to go home and mind her own
"In 1987 I approached the business.
director about reburial," Lyons
"I felt what the county was
said. "He said he felt taking the doing was my business," she
remains off display was right, said. "It's my business because
but wouldn't rebury them."
I'm a tax-payer."
Over the next four years,
However, Lyons did not start
other people joined in the effort investigating without educatto have the remains reburied. ing herself. She said she read
Finally, they accomplished and learned about the worktheir goal.
ings of city and state govern"Wickliffe Mounds ended up ment.
being the first to work with
"The more I learned the more
Native Americans to give their disillusioned I became," Lyons
ancestors a reburial," she said. said. "I decided to let people
"Other places bad lawsuits know what was happening."
filed over the issue."
Lyons joined with others in
Lyons said in some respects the community to form the Calthis was a very personal and loway County Association of
private campaign because her Concerned Citizens. She said
mother and grandmother had she actually first considered
been upset by the exposed seriously running for office
remains at Wickliffe.
shortly after she received a let"I learned when working with ter in the mail.
agencies and bureaucracies it
"I got a letter from ,the
takes time to make a differ- Reform Party saying they were
ence," she said. "But you can looking for candidates," she
make a difference."
said. "They have ballot access
and candidates don't have to be
Entering the arena
a member of the party · to be
Lyons said her actual inter· nominated to run for an office.
est in politics began when she They were simply looking for
was hit in the pocketbook.
good candidates."
"In Calloway County, t hey
Lyons said at the time she
had passed a 10 percent tax, and Gatewood Galbraith, her
but didn't indicate what it running mate for governor,
would be used for," she said.
were in the process of getting
Lyons knew not stating the petitions signed to get on the
cause for the tax was illegal. ballot.
She did some investigating and
"I called the executive direcfiled a lawsuit.
tor of the Reform Party about
"We won," she said. "The the letter," she said. "I knew
judge said the city didn't know Jesse Ventura and Ross Perot
it was doing anything wrong. were Reform Party candiThis was the first time I have dates."
heard a judge excuse someone
Lyons said she and Galbraith
over ignorance of the law." ·
went for an interview in IndiLyons said afterward she ana with the party and were
continued to investigate city told they were the candidates
and state government in Ken- with the best shot at winning
tucky.
the election. They became their
"I came to realize what a nominees and are now on the
mess our administration was," ballot.
she said. "I found most people
"When Jesse won the elec-
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Tackling the issues
Two hot issues the candidates are taking a stand on are
gun control and the Kentucky
Education Reform Act.
Lyons said she and Galbraith
are against imposing stricter
gun laws.
"I'm a licensed carrier," sh e
said. "I went through training
when I was 7 years old. I need
to be able to protect myself."
Lyons said she believes getting rid of guns will not solve
the problem.
"You can't stop people from
killing each other," she said. "If
they don't have guns they will
use bombs or a baseball bat.•
Lyons said she believes the
recent school shootings have
more to do with students' me ntal health than with guns.
"What laws we do have are
oppressive and most of them
aren't even being enforced," she
said.
Education is another area
where Lyons and Galbraith
have strong opinions.
Lyons said KERA has some
value in the schools, but other
parts are not working and need
to be revised or repealed.
One thing she said she would
like to see change is t he
amount of paperwork teachers
are being required to do under
the reform.
•Many teachers I have talked
to 8'8Y they are spending too
much time on paperwork and
not enough time in the classroom," Lyons said. "Parts of
KERA are excellent but other
parts have been shown as failures."
Lyons is not only concerned
with primary and secondary
schools. She expressed interest
in what is happening at Mur-
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tion, I said tyou can too."'
She said she had been a Galbraith supporter before she
became his running mate.
"I looked for things we disagreed on, and found we were
very similar," she said.
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Kathy Lyons Is running for lieutenant governor In the Nov. 2 election as Gatewood Galbraith's running mate.

ray State.
"At the time t his happened,
In February, Student Gov- the state had a s urplus of $400
emment Associa tion President million," Lyons said . "Why
Brandon Kirkha m made a plea couldn't they have ta ke n $100
to Governor Paul Patton for million of that and put it forth
help in paying for sprinkler for univer sity sprinkler s in
systems in Murray State's resi- Kentucky?"
dential colleges.
She said the money was used
The sprinklers were a neces- for pork projects instead.
sity since Kentucky had recent"They don't care if students
ly pas~d a law requiring sprin· at MSU are safe," she said.
klers m all high-rise dormito- "They are more interested in
ries. Patton tu rned down the their buddies playing golf
request.
somewhere."

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
RETIREMENT COMPANY MAKES
ALL THE DIFFERE'NCE.
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or over 80 years, TIAACREF has been the leading retirement company on
America's campuses. But
experience is just one reason
why so many smart investors
trust us with their financial
future. Here are a few more:

Superi or Strength

Shanna Moore
1999-2000 Miss Kentucky

Solid, long-term
performance

"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"
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With over $250 billion in
assets under management,
TIAA-CREF is the world's
largest retirement organization
- and among the most solid.
It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, ''TIAACREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."'
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We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies,
in pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can't guarantee
future results, this patient "philosophy has proven extremely
rewarding.
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Easy d lvers lflcatloa
We offer a wide variety of
expertly managed investment
options to help build your
assets. We make it simple,
too, with stock, bond, money
market, real estate, and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled • ervlce
We believe that our service
distinguishes us from every
other retirement company. In
the most recent Dalbar survey,
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in
participation satisfaction.'
Call today to find out how
TIAA-CREF can help you
build the financial future you
want and deserve.

To find out more- give us a
call or visit our webs ite

1999-2000 Non-Voting Panhellenic Delegate
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expense•
TIAA-CREF's operating costs
are among the lowest in the '
insurance and mutual fund
industries.2 So more of your
money goes where it should toward ensuring your future.
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Surprblngly low

Kelly Connor
Fall 2000 Assistant Recruitment Chair

We are so proud of you!!!

En• u rlq t h e future
for tho.e who • h ape lt.SM

1 800 842-2776
www. tiaa-cref.org
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University has personnel, resources to help environment
•Environment: Murray
State is qualified to help
protect area environment,
including the gaseous diffusion plant in Paducah.

By Shannon McFarlin
Staff Writer
Murray State is extending a
helping hand, seeking to assist
with the monitoring, research
and analysis or' potential environmental problems caused by
radioactive contamination at
the gaseous diffusion plant in
Paducah.
University President Kern
Alexander was in Washington
D.C. last week, delivering a
proposal to Congressional leaders as hearings continue into
the scope of the federal government's efforts in the costly
cleanup process.
In July, "The Washington
Post" disclosed a federal lawsuit filed by three plant workers and a large environmental

organization alleged employees
had been exposed to plutonium
dust.
Amid the mounting publicity
that swirled following disclosure, the federal government
finally acknowledged workers
at the plant had not been adequately informed about plutonium present at the plant and
were not properly trained to
protect themselves from radiation exposure.
U.S. Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson offered the first
public apology for the government's actions in Paducah on
Sept. 16.
"On behalf of the United
States government, I'm here to
say I am sorry," Richardson
said . "From the evidence that
has been uncovered recently, it
is obvious that the U.S. government was not forthcoming
about possible exposure to plutonium, and that was wrong.
We should have been straight
with our employees."
The federal government will

- - - - - - - - - - - - the University's representative
on Paducah Area Community
Re-Use Organization, the citizens' advisory committee that
has been overseeing the ·
cleanup process. He was present for Richardson's presentation at Paducah.
in Ecosystem
"I was appointed to PACRO
Science. ' '
some time ago," Weber said.
-Nt:n. Wt:Bt:R,
"I've been doing research there
Gsosciuc& DEPAR1'111tNT since 1987. Back in the 1980s,
CBAJR
we were asked to advil"e people
about the future and growth at
that plant and I was brought in
as an expert witness."
spend more than $1 billion to
Weber said the Paducah
clean up radioactive contamiplant "is an incredibly impornation at the plant and within
tant facility to the economy of
the local environment.
western Kentucky and southMurray State has been moni- ern lllinois, this whole region.
toring the situation.
It provides high-paying jobs,
"We're in the process of technical jobs for hundreds of
putting together a program people and those dollars turn
that might well mean our ongo- over and over for the local
ing assistance at the plant for economies."
years to come," Neil Weber,
"There are 23 acres under
chair of the geoscience depart- roof, if you can picture that," he
ment, said.
said.
Weber has been serving as
Murray State "is uniquely

' ' We have a strong
water resource
group here, tied
to our Center
of Excellence

qualified to work with them on
this proce::os. We are poised to
help. We're interested in helping. We have a unique group of
people here," he said. "'We have
toxicologists, geo-spient.ists,
biologists, etc.. all of whom
could work on this.
"Whether Murrny State
would have a role in this, we
don't know yet, bu~ one of the
biggest things we're interested
in is the training and education
of people regarding the hanclling of material~ at the plant
fm· the future,'' Weber ~;~aid .
Protecting the oren environmcnt is a ,c hief concern and one
with which Murray State also
is qualified to assist, Weber
Raid.
"We have a strong water
resource group here, tied to our
Center of Excellence in Ecosystern Science," Weber said.
"There isn't as much attention
being paid to that area as need
be. North of the site there is a
hyporheic zone, a wetlands
nren where surface and ground

. water mix and where old )andfills existed. We don't know if
the environment is polluted.
But we obviously want to ereate and maintain a safe environment for the workers as
well as for the people who live
around there.
"Liko I said, we don't know
yet what role .Murray State will
piny, if any, in the cleanup, but
we are interested and we do
have the expertise to lend
there," he said.
.John Mateja, dean of the College of Science, said a five-person team will draft the
research plan which will be
taken to Bechtol .Jacobs, prime
contractor for the Paducah project.
•
In addition to Weber and
Mateja, members of the team
are Center for Reservoir
Research
Director
David
White, associate professor of
chemistry Harry Fannin and
associate professor at the College of Jndustry and Technolo·
gy, Michael Kemp.

Fraternity advocates year-tound recruitment amendment .
The Sig Eps requested that the
charges against them be dropped
' ' We're trying to help
because of a conflict of interest on the
the university
judicial board and because of the
length of time that had passed since
come to speed
the incident took place.
nationally. ' '
Fraternity members said they were
not wrong in extending an early bid
-JASON Prn'IIAN,
because of their national constitution,
VICE
Pltt:smENT
OF IFC
which allows year-long recruitment.
"We feel we were right in handing
out early," Jason Pittman, vice president of the IFC and a member of national laws come before the IFC."
Sigma Phi Epsilon, said. "Our nationPittman also disagreed with how the
al chapter allows it and we feel the charges were presented.

•Rush: Sigma Phi Epsilon
requested their rush infraction
charges be dropped because of
conflict of interest and the length
of time si nee the incident.
By Ann Cautrell
Contributing Writer
The Inter Fraternity Council meeting Tuesday addressed possible rush
infractions by Sigma Phi Epsilon as
well as making steps toward amending and revising the group's Constitution.

AzXfi·
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Invites These People To Our
Crush Dance on Oct. 1.
Brandon Kirkham
Jeremy Modglin
Josh Mason
Justin Raise
Bill Stewart
Andy Casslbry
Brian Massa
Aaron Walters
Luke Simmons
Gary Michael
Joey Tabor
Mike Hext
Will Robey
Garry Butler
Brad Spencer
Jeremy Bailey
Nathan Dolan
Charlie Brown
Kelly McDaniel
Maty Werdebaugh

"Locally Owned aud Family Operated"

519 S. 12th St. • 753-1342

208 S. 12th St.
767-0508

A true born Psychic: Gifted from God
*Discount for Murray Students*
*I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs!
*Bring your problems to me - I will help!
*Solve them no matter what your problem may bel

d

One of the LARGEST
Sporting Goods Stores In West KY.

• Archery - complete set up on all new
bows purchased
• Guns • Ammo
• Free mounting & boresighting with scope
purchao;e
• Reloading Department
• Hunting C lothes
• Tree Stands
• Paintball Supplies

Reader & Advisor

¥

sPORTING GOODs

James Joyner
James Egbert
Greg Vaughn

Mrs . .9l.nn

_ftftS.-r?rtf -

"We're trying to help the university
come up to speed nationally," Pittman
said. "Why restrict someone from joining because they weren't ready to pick
the first. week of school?"
IFC representatives agreed to make
steps toward refining their constitution, which they hope ,to have in place
by next semester.
"I feel like some good things got
done at this meeting," Clay Tapp,
Sigma Phi Epsilon IFC representative, said. "We're making good steps
toward not being so confrontational."

... '

Has A Crush On You!
Bryan Thompkins
Franklin Dorm
Curtis Baker
Matt Houser
Josh Maxwell
Jason Guess
Les Curay
Heath Bittel
Josh Williams
J.W. Lane
Keven Shockley
John Oliver
Greg Blades
Jeremy Toombs
Bobby Robinson
John McAfee
Scott Mitchell
Brett Keohan
Jason Yates
Jason Nelms

"We follow Hobert's Rules of Order.
which has a time limit on charges,"
Pittman said. "This incident happened
before Rush Week and is just now
coming to trial.
"According to the Rules of Order,
people having a complaint have seven
days to give the president. of IFC the
verbal accusation, who relays it 'to the
judicial committee," Pittman said.
"The judicial committee then has five
business days to tell the verdict."
The fraternity then presented an
amendment. advocating year-round
recruitment.

fr Gt
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Happy 30th
George and Eldora
. Friebel were blessed
on October 3, 1969.
Facilities Management
is blessed today.

We love you, Kathy!

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where F11mllles Come Togethu

•

Are you pregnent'?

o Unable to parent at this time?

WE CAN HELP!
• Counst!lirlg provided
Pregnancy t!Kpenses paid
• You choose loving p11rents
•

Call Toll free
Day (800) 542-5245
E•enlng (800) 820-4091

- - to

Colle
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OnC'a1njJUS
Church presents
capital punishment
study, discussion
First Presbyterian
Church will host a series
of open discussions about
capital punishment for the
ne.x t four Sundays. Topics
wjll include the pros and
cons of capital punishment
presented by John Homa,
professor of criminal justice at Murray State; the
Biblical perspective presented by the Rev. David
M. Montgomery; a screening of the movie "Dead
Man Walking" and a concluding discussion of the
presentations.
Presentations will be
held this Sunday and Oct.
I 0, 17 and 24 from 6:30
to 8 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church at
160 I Main Street. There
is no charge for the public
and child care will be
available if needed. For
more information, contact
the church office at 7536460.
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How to LIVE through LOSS
Coping .with death taught from one survivor to another
By Tara Shelby

operating on autopilot. She said
she also learned the true meaning behind all of the old cliches,
Donna Herndon thought Aug. such as "broken-hearted" and
2, 1991 was going to be just
"blinded by tears."
another day.
Herndon said the secret
However when she returned
from a shopping trip with her · behind dealing with a family
daughter and 8-day-old grand- member's death is to depend on
child she received the devastat- friends and God. She said she
ing news her son, Roger, 21, bonded better with strangers
was killed in a plane crash who also had a child who died
while training at Westpoint than she did with her oldest
friends. She joined an organizaAcademy.
"Initially there was a great tion called Compassionate
deal of shock and denial," Hern- Friends in which she could disdon said. "It's hard to accept the cuss her situation with others
unacceptable. I think there is a who could understand and
psychological buffer that pro- relate to how she was feeling.
"I needed to · have people
tects us from the pain of such a
around who cared," Herndon
tremendous loss."
Herndon said the next few said.
The worst part was having
weeks she felt like she was
College Life Editor

friends who avoided her afraid of bringing back old
because they did not know how memories, but she said he is
to act around her.
never farther than an inch from
"As human beings, we're her mind.
always afraid of saying the
"Hurt never goes away,"
wrong thing," she said. "We Herndon said.
need our friends even if they
She also received comfort and
don't know what to say or do."
support from her religious
One special thing one of her beliefs.
"I would not have survived
friends did was buy a blank
notebook and pass it around to without my faith in God," Hemall of her son's friends. Each don said.
person could then tell her and
Besides dealing with the
her husband stories about their · grief, another problem many
son they may never have heard people have with a family memabout otherwise.
her's death is they still have
"We were able to reclaim a responsibilities at work. Hempart of his life that we had don said she had a lot of accunever known," she said.
mutated vacation time, but
Herndon said she believes after that she had to block
some people are hesitant to everything out to keep going.
bring Roger up because they are
"You have to go on," Herndon

Professors
understand
absences
By Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer

Woods Hall hosts
reception to show
remodeling efforts
. The Institute for International Studies will celebrate the opening of the
newly remodeled Woods
Hall Monday at 4 p.m. A
short program will be
presented, followed by a
reception for faculty, staff
and students.

Voter registration
forms available
online for election
Jhe registration deadline for the Nov. 2 election in Kentucky is Tuesday.
Students who wish to
vote in the upcoming
election may obtain voter
registration forms at
www.murraystate.edu,
under the Registrar's
page. All students can
download the form from
that site and mail it to
their local County Clerk's
office.

Regional conference
for youth issues
to be held at MSU
The Odyssey Institute
Will host its regional conference at the Curris
Center Thursday through
Oct. 9. Speakers will
address issues concerning
children and youth in the
United States. Speakers
include Stephen Sroka,
Walt Disney's Outstanding
Health Teacher of the
Year, JeVon Thompson,
who wrote the novel
"Crutches" and co-wrote
"Teen Power Too" and
Viola Miller, secretary for
the Kentucky Cabinet for
Families and Children.
For more information
contact Debbie Steiner at
753-6031 or Tom Dolan
at (270) 554-6863.

Briefs compiled by Lori
Burling, assistant college life
editor.

said. "I have gone on with my
life."
Herndon said everything she
does is in memory of her son.
She set up a memorial fund in
his honor for students at Calloway County High School. The
fund provides money to students who need help paying for
clothing, medication and school
trips.
At the time of the accident,
Herndon worked as Murray's
alumni director, but now she is
the coordinator of the Calloway
County Family Resource Center. She said experiencing
Roger's death has made her a
better counselor.
Said Herndon: "It's comforting that Roger's life still makes
a difference."

u~trat1on by Laura Deaton/The News

Everyday activities. such as studying, can be difficult for students who are grieving over a recently departed friend or family member.

Counseling services available on campus
By Russ Oates

.

Staff Writer
Taken.
The feeling someone has after losing a loved
one can rarely be described so accurately.
Death does not wait for a better time in someone's life to occur. It happens suddenly.
When it strikes, those left behind feel an
array of difficult emotions.
Fortunately, the grieving process has been
experienced by most and studied by many. A
person does not have to face it alone.
In fact, many are trained to help others
deal with grief. One such person is Bill
Allbritten, the director of the Counseling and
Testing Center.
"Grief is an individual thing," Allbritten
said. "There are common elements, but it is
not the same experience for everyone."
Despite being unique to the individual, the
grieving process has been categorized into
stages. The Counseling Center at the Univer·
sity of Buffalo listed the following stages on
its website: denial, shock, anger, bargaining,

guilt, depression, loneliness, acceptance and
hope.
Though people will experience it differently, it is generally accepted talking about the
loss is key.
"We encourage them to talk through what
they're feeling," Allbritten said. "We encourage them to experience their grief and to work
through it, ra~er than subdue or oppress it."
Difficult no matter when or where it takes
place, certain aspects of the grieving process
are specific to a college student.
"College students are cut off from their normal family and spiritual support structure
and some haven't developed one here,"
Allbritten said. "College is an artificial environment and it is not where they grew up."
Services exist on campus to help students
deal with a loss. The Counseling and Testing
Center has two counselors: a licensed social
worker and a certified psychological associate.
Allbritten said a student can set up an
appointment with the counselors. A counselor
will then meet with the student, listen to

them and help develop a plan.
"We encourage them to maintain their contacts and to avoid self-destructive activities
such as drug and alcohol abuse," Allbritten
said.
In addition to the Counseling and Testing
Center, students seeking help to deal with
grief can go to the Murray State Psychological
Center in Wells Hall. Dr. Renae Duncan,
director of clinical training for the Psychological Center, said students pursuing their
master's .degree in clinical psychology can
counsel students .
"In general, most of the time in therapy is
spent talking about who died and their feelings and thoughts about that person," Duncan said.
Duncan also mentioned the difficulty in
dealing with the death of a loved one while in
college.
"If your loved ones are somewhere else and
you're here, it can be difficult," he said.
No matter the situation, grief is a difficult
emotion t.o handle.
Said Allbritten: "It can take years to come
to terms with a loss."

When a student suffers the
loss of a relative, classes are
not a priority and professors do
understand.
"Because I've never dealt
with the situation personally, I
am very lenient with students
who have a tragedy in their
lives," said Joe Rose, associate
professor of political science. "I
usually try to work with them
one-on-one and give them all
the time they need. I've been
'doing it that way for over 30
years."
Mike Young, assistant to the
vice president of Student
Affairs, said the University
does not have a standard policy. However, if a family member does contact the University,
officials will usually notify pro·
fessors, he said.
"The vice president (of Student Affairs, Don Robertson)
has written letters of support to
get students to make up any
missed class work," Young said.
Rarely do students use a
death as an excuse to miss
class, however.
"In some cases, I've asked for
proof," said Don Duncan, associate professor of physics apd
engineering physics. "I asked a
girl for an obituary, and she
didn't know what it was. On
the day she claimed she had
the funeral, she showed up for
class."

Student learns hard lesson while dealing with death
By Lori Burling

Assistant College LiTe Editor
Sara Furlong was a sophomore at Murray State when
she found out doctors diagnosed her grandmother with an
aneurysm. The doctors said she
had six months to a year to live,
but Mary Furlong passed away
four short months later.
Although Mary Furlong was
Sara's grandmother, she lost
not only a grandmother, but a
mother and best friend at the
same time.
"I don't think my friends realized what I had lost when she
passed away," Furlong said.
"They acted like I didn't h.ave a
valid reason to be so emotional,
but my grandmother raised me
and I lived with her all my life."
Furlong said she admits it hit
hard when her grandmother
passed away.
"I found out in April she was
sick so instead of staying here
in Murray for the summer I
went home to Henderson and
spent the summe~ with her,"
Furlong said. "She had the

option of having surgery, but
there was only a 40 percent
chance that she would make it
through, so she decided to
spend her last times in her
home."
Furlong and her grandmother talked about what was going
to happen, but Furlong said it
did not prepare her.
"She died two weeks after I
came back to school in 1998,"
Furlong said. "It had only been
four months and I thought I
would have longer with her. We
had talked about what she
would wear at the funeral and
what family members were
supposed to get what, but it
didn't help. I thought it would,
but it didn't. I remember having to search for the dress she
wanted to wear and I couldn't
find it. It was terrible."
Furlong took one week off
from school for the funeral service. Furlong said all but one of
her professors were understanding.
"Most people understood
when I took so long off, but I

''When she died, I
lost my whole ' '
family and home.
-SARA FuRLoNG, SENIOR

had one professor who did not
excuse me so I ended up having
to drop the class, but it turned
out OK," Furlong said. "People
thought a week was wrong, but
I should have taken more time
off. When she died, I lost my
whole family and home."
Furlong said she had to grow
up in just a few short months.
"Basically, my grandmother
was most of my financial stability," Furlong said. "After she
died, I had to learn about
insurance, and I had to get two
other jobs. It was like everyday
problems were turning into
major problems and everything
in my life suffered a little bit
because of it."
Because she lived with her
grandmother, Furlong said she

. was also responsible for selling
their home, dividing her grandmother's possessions and packing up her childhood memories.
"I had to go through everything in our house before we
sold it, and it was really hard,"
Furlong said. "My grandmother had saved all of my report
cards and honor roll certificates
and I couldn't find anything I
could part with. I even cut a
part of the Raggedy Ann wallpaper that was hanging in my
old room."
Furlong said during this time
she realized how even family
can become greedy.
.
"Some of my family members
were only concerned with what
they could get," Furlong said.
"It was awful, but I just let
them take what they wanted. I
kept her quilts and dresses she
had made me. 1 just told my
family that memories were
more important than material
things."
Furlong said she does not
think !3he accepted the death
until the following semester.

"I'm the type of person who
deals with things by myself,"
Furlong said. "I think it took
me until spring semester to
realize her death was the best
thing for her. She died in her
home like she wan~, and she
wasn't in pain when she died.
Once I realized that, it made
me feel a lot better."
Furlong said the best advice
she can give people who are
grieving or have friends who
are grieving is to be supportive.
"I know people shouldn't say
I know how you feel because
nobody can know how someone
can feel when they lose someone, but you should•be supportive of them," she said.
Furlong also said she wasn't
scared of life anymore.
"I took the time to ·think
about the things that were
important to me and I realized
I would get through the bad
times," Furlong said. "I'm not
scared of life now because I
know I can handle anything. I
may not like it, but I can handle it."

College.L!fe
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Chris Rock collaborates on new album

b/'

Music/?evieu'
Kyle Shadoan

Top 5 COs of the Week
1. Creed -"Human Clay"
. Nine Inch Nails -"Greatest
its"
/Adam Sandler - "Stan and
1
udy's Kid"
. Tori Amos- '1"o Venos and
1(
))
ack"
.Method Man and Redman I
Blackout!"

01' Dirty Bastard
"Nigga ·Please"
ODB, The Dirt Dog, 01' Dirty
Bastard, Big Baby Jesus and
whatever else he may be known
as doesn't matter because his
new album is out and it is called
"Nigga Pleas~."
This is 01' Dirty Bastard's
second solo album. The first,
"Return To The 36 Chambers:
The Dirty Version," was

Elektra Entertainment Group Inc.
01' Dirty Bastards cover appears to have come right 'out of the
•70s disco period.

released in 1995.
On "Nigga Please," ODB collaborated with Chris Rock on
the song "Recognize." It is a
song that follows the usual 01'
Dirty Bastard style, if there's
anything usual about his style
to start with. And then, of
course, Rock's humor is quite
evident all throughout the
track.
01' Dirty Bastard is one of the
craziest musicians of recent
times. His rapping style is full

of yelling, growling and screaming, while the music has very
strong elements from the oldschool style of rap. He even covers the Rick James' song "Cold
Blooded• on his new album.
I often wonder if there is any
meaning behind all the madness of his music or if it is just
pure craziness. It's really hard
to tell, especially when looking
at the cover of the album in
which ODB is dressed as the
polyester, p-funk disco king

-.c
ll

Top Country CO
an_k Williams Jr.

from the '70s with long curly
hair and a nice, round beer
belly.
Several tracks are on ..Nigga
Please," which RZA, a fellow
member of the infamous Wu
Tang Clan, wrote the music for,
mixed and produced.
A wide variety of music is
actually on his new a lbum. The
songs "I Can't Wait," "Got Your
Money," "Rollin' With You" and
"Dirt Dog" stick to the hard core
rap style, while "Good Morning

••c

•

c

Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

Heartache" is almost like
lounge music and "Cold Blooded" is very funk-like.
01' Dirty Bastard wi11 most
certainly remain one of the
most colorful figures in rap for a
long time to come. His talents
shine through in his unique and
sometimes dirty ways.

• Cinema International - "Fireworks" will be shown in the
Curris Center Theater at 7:30p.m .

Saturday, Oct. 2
• Academics - LSAT, 206 Ordway Hall, 8 a.m.
• Cinema International - "Fireworks" will be shown in the
Currie Center Theater at 7:30 p.m .

Sunday, Oct. 3
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Worship - A contemporary praise and worship service, fellow-

• Bible Study - Baptist Student Union , 7 p.m .

Tuesday, Oct. 5
• Academics - GED, Ordway Hall, 8 a.m.
• SADD - SADD meeting, Room 300 Applied Science building
South, 8 p.m.
• Ent ertainment - The Tannahill Weavers perform, Lovett
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

• Resid ential colleges ·- Springer-Franklin dinner , Winslow, 6

01' Dirty Bas tard
"Nigga Please" - A
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Monday, Oct. 4

Wednesday, Oct. 6
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Friday, Oct. 1

ship hall of First Baptist Church of Murray at 203 S. Fourth
Street, 8:30 to 9:15a.m.
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-~stormy':
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p.m.

• Yearbook - Shield yearbook organizational pictures, Curria
Center, third floor .
• Worship- Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 7
• Gr eeks - P!lJlhellenic meeting, 5 p.m .
• Cinema International - "School of Flesh" will be shown in the
Currie Center Theater at 7:30 p.m.
• Yearbook - Shield yearbook organizationa l pictures, Curria
Center, third floor.

To pgst information on the calendar, phone 762·4480 or send a fax
to 762·3115.
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If you are a first or second year
student, there is a prestigious oncampus leadership opportunity we
have been asked to discuss with you.
• Daily Lunch Specials

10m says, "We luzve

the best burgers in the

• "The Freshest Salads Around"

Murray-CtzUO'lllay
County Area. Try one
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trY our:

for yourself. You won't
be disappointed."
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We use only the fiMst
USDA choice beef cut fresh
daily.
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Please call Toll Free at 1-877-282-4952 no later
than October 8 and ask to speak with one of the
program co-founders: Barbara or Richard

CollegeLife
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Non-traditional student opts for RC
By Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer
Linda Tisue is not your aver·
age residential college student.
Not only is she a little older
than most students living in the
facility, but she bas also spent a
year in Korea teaching students
English.
Tisue decided to live in
Springer College when she
returned to the states to earn a
master's degree i'n agriculture.
Tisue was born in Missouri and
came to Murray State for the
first time in 1990 to pursue a
degree in animal science. A few
years and a divorce later, she
found herself free to explore
other options.
.
"After my divorce, 1 saw a
newspaper ad offer a teaching
position in Korea," Tisue said.
"I'd always wanted to live in
Asia and the money was substantial, so I decided to sign
up."
Tisue said she is back for only
one semester and then will
return to Korea. She said shedid not want to find an apartment for so short a time.
Instead, she saw the residential
colJege as a way around this

Laura Deaton/The News

Linda Tfsue, non-trad itional student from Missouri, resides In
Springer Co llege while studying agriculture at Hurray Stat e .

headache.
"I want things simple since I
am trying to finish my master's
thesis in one semester, and residential college life offered this
to me," she said. "It's a very
quiet donn, and there are no
utilities to pay and everything I
need is pretty much within
walking distance."
Brandi Boulder, Tisue's residential adviser, said the women
in Springer find Tisue's travels
very interesting.

"Even though Linda is very
busy, hearing about her experiences would make a great program for Springer College,"
Boulder said.
Living in Korea for two years
has brought Tisue many new
experiences.
"I was sort of a novelty in
Korea because there were only
about four American teachers
in the program, and I was the
only woman among them," she
said. "I was on television about

Non-credit courses available at MSU
Murray State University will offer several non-credit courses on campus and at the Paducah campus this semester. Classes are open to students and the community. For infonnation
regarding the courses, phone 762-3662.

twice a month, being interviewed for one thing or another.
"I saw so many perspectives
in Asia," she said. "I saw realities of other countries. It's so
much safer there. People can
leave their babies in a stroller
and turn their back for a few
minutes without worrying
about something happening to
the child. I lost my wallet two
times while in Korea, and it
was returned to me without
anything stolen."
Tisue's said her students varied in age range, from as young
as 8 to as old as 60. Tisue found
her students were not much different from American students.
"The elementary and high
school students were more serious than the college students
about their learning," she said.
"I found that teaching is not too
much different from learning.
You learn just as much as a
teacher as you will as a student."
Tisue said after she completes her degree, she will be
able to teach at a Korean university. If she can earn a high
enough score on her proficiency
test, she said she wil~ be able to
teach classes in her major.

• Calligraphy, Thursday evenings from Oct. 7 to Nov. 4
from 6 to 8 p.m. Course fee is $55.
• Women and Invest ing, Nov. 18 from 6 to 9 p.m. in the
Industry and Technology Building. Course fee is $20.
• Unde r sta n din g Investments, Thursday evenings
from Oct. 7 to Nov. 11 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Business
Building. Course fee is $40.
• Cak e Decor ating, Monday evenings from Nov. 1 to
Nov. 15 from 7 to 9 p.m. Course fee is $65.
• Preserving Your F amily's Mem ories, Friday afternoons, Oct. 22 to Oct. 29 from 1 to 4 p.m. in the Industry
and Technology Building. Course fee is $38.
• R esume Writing, Tuesday, Nov. 16 from 6 to 9 p.m. in
the Murray State University Paducah Campus Building.
Course fee is $60.
• Adve ntures in Orient a l S tir Frying, Oct. 9 or 23
from 9 a.m. to noon or Nov. 2 or 16 from 6 to 9 p.m.
• Da nce Classes, Monday evenings from Oct. 11 to Nov.
8 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Course fee is $40.
• Fall Gardening and Lawn Manage ment, T uesdays
and Thursdays from Oct. 12 to 21 from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Course fee is $40.
• Inte rnet Cours e , Oct. 5 and 12 from 7 to 9 p.m. and
Oct. 19 and 26 from 7 to 9 p.m. of the Industry and Technology building in room 211.
• Sign Language, Monday evenings from Nov. 1 to Dec.
13 from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Paducah Campus Building.
Course fee is $75.
• Sco ttish H erita ge, from Oct. 24 to Oct. 29 for individuals age 55 or older.

Best of Murray survey calls for students' participation
Vote for the Best of Murray and win a free month of
HBO from Murray Cablecomm.

Best Local Restaurant

Best Place To Buy Alcohol

Best Place To Buy Clothes

To enter, e-mail us at thenews@ldd.net or fill out this
form and send it to

Best National Restaurant

Best Fraternity Parties

Best Road Trip

Best Non-fast Food Meal Under $1 0

Best Place To Get Coffee

Best Place To Study

Best Buffet

Best Convenience Store

Best Place To Buy COs

The Murray State News
c/o "Reader's Choice"
2609 University Station
Murray, Ky 42071
You can also drop it by 111 Wilson Hall.
Winners will be announced Oct. 15. Entry forms must
be returned by noon Oct. 13.

Best Place To Buy Groceries

Best Radio Station
-·

•

•

...;J • •~..._, ~

~aae.l'oGOAfterCI._.....

!II

I

Street Addr e s s - - - - - - -- ---.......--City_ _ __

State_ __

Best Pizza

Best Place To Go On A First Date

Best Place To Tan

Best Beer

Best Movie Rental Place

Best Place To Work Out

Zip Code._ _ __

Day Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BURN

For Delivery or Carryout Call

The

753-1000
Limited Time
$399 Buffet
From 11 a.m.- 2 p.m.

ONLY 'tOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES••

~ :''

.. :"·

t

....

·*

111 N. 12th St.
l 0°/o off for MSU Students Sunday - Friday

------------l9~-~~!2~~§p_~~~~~~-S-~'!!~!t~9~l~---------

T

You all·did

Buy 1 Large
2-Topping Pizza
Get 2nd
FREE

!·*Early Bird Special
!T From 2-4 p.m.
1
40°/o Discount
! Dine-In Only/No Deliveries

Be
an

Kathleen Farrell,
MS, CCRN, C.S., ARNP
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
205 South 8th St.

Become an organ donor.
Sign the back ofyour

campus-

Kentucky Drivers License
or other Organ Donor Card and tell your family
of your decision.

762-6661

office answering
service-

For more infonnation
al~ 1-tK>0-525-3456.

767-0004

beeper742-2836

email- ,
kathleen.farrell@
murraystate.edu

-

-;' .. : Qticka~L~
~
5§1••3
~
Dine in our ruattc atmosphere or carry out to your ptcntc.

10o/o Off with MSU ID
Hwy. 121 North

Must bring coupon

753-3985

BBQ SandWich Special Excluded

.._.

~--·=Y
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Humane Society hosts program Unitarians form
By Rachel Kirk
Contributing Writer
Many pet owners cannot
imagine anyone intentionally
harming their pet.
Kathy Cohen of the Calloway
County Humane Society, said it
is all too common to see animals, and specifically pets,
being abused by their owners.
To increase public awareness,
the Humane Society will hold a
conference all day today in th~
Currie Center.
Workshops and a guest
speaker, Amy Watson, news
anchor for WPSD-TV, will
examine the link between violence in the family and vio-

lence against animals by identifying the commonalities
between crimes against people
and abuse of animals. The
workshop will also attempt to
pose solutions to this problem.
"People may not understand
that animal abuse often starts
from family violence," Cohen
said.
Watson will speak about the
responsibility of the media in
reporting cases of animal
abuse, Cohen said.
Murray State faculty members Thomas Miller and Renae
Duncan will conduct the training workshops, Cohen said.
Duncan, associate professor
of psychology, will discuss the

relationship between child
abuse and animal maltreatment. She said often animals
are involved by an abuser as a
tool to further harass a child.
Duncan said the abuser
might hurt the animal and
then say to the child, "If I can
do this to the dog, imagine
what I can do to you."
Cohen said she expects veterinarians, counselors, social
service providers and members
of the medical and mental
health fields to attend the conference, although it is open to
everybody.
Said Cohen: •Anyone who is
concerned with violence in the
community should atte!'d."

fellowship in hope
of better world

Registration 8 a.m.
Welcome/Keynote
Speaker
9 a.m.

By Rachel Kirk
Morning Workshop
Sessions
10:30 a.m.
Lunch

12:30 p.m.

Amy Watson 1:15 p.m.
Final Session/Group
Discussion 2:15p.m.

.

Kenny Chesney to perform at RSEC
By Loree Stark

' ' It is always great

Staff Writer
Fans of country music need
'to clear a spot on their calendar because Kenny Chesney is
coming to town.
Chesney will perform at the
Regional Special Events Center Friday, Oct. 22, at 7:30
p.m. The doors will open at 6
p.m. Tickets will sale for
$18.50 and $22.50.
Only the "bowl" area of
RSEC will be marked off for
the .concert audience to provide a "real intima~e setting,"

to get such a big
act in this small,
little town. ' '

-caamrro.. IIAiiHEW&,
.ramoa

RSEC Manager Shelley Todd
said. The bowl area of RSEC
seats 3,900 people, but Todd
said she expects only between
3,000-3,500.
"Although, rd love to see a
sold-out show," Todd said.

The concert will be a threeact show, with opening acts featuring Yankee Gray and Lila
McCann before Chesney.
J oe Davis, fr.shman from
Gilbertsville, said he has mixed
feelings about the upcoming
concert.
"I've heard of (Kenny Chesney), but I don't know what
song he sings," Davis said. "I'm
sure it will be good for some
people."
•
Although some students ·are
undecided about attending the
concert, others are excited
about a country music concert
at RSEC, especially with the

!it:uck

tnvttes you to.

-LrSA

BAKER,

SoPHOMORE

Meetings normally include a
moment of silence, so all members can be spiritual in their
own ways, Baker said.
President John Haley snid
he shuns the rumor the Unitarians are a cult.
. "The fellowship is about as
far away from a cult as you can
get," Haley said. "In this organization, you can believe anything you want."
The Unitarians share only
one belief: the responsibility to
make the world a better place.
To do this, they involve themselves in community service
projects.
Baker said the group is
working with the Calloway
County Family Resource Center to open the Angel Clinic. a
place for people without insurance to get health care.

EOqe

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-0810
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

•

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. What a mouthful. But
the members of this group
promise not to give you an ear·
ful.
The Fellowship is an organization in Murray dedicated to
providing a nurturing atmosphere so members can express
their
different
religious
beliefs. The dozen members
bring to the meetings many
ideologies - from secular
humanism to agnosticism to
Christianity.
"I've never been involved in
a group like this," Lisa Baker,
sophomore from Bloomington,
Ill, srud. "It's unusual to see
such a diverse group of people
in a room together, not trying
to kill each other."
Meetings revolve around a
speaker, who introduces a certain topic for discussion,
whether it be compassion, religious tolerance or the theory of
evolution. Baker said members do occasionally disagree,
but they talk about it openly
and then move on.
"We don't dwell on the disagreement," she said.

' ' It's unusual to
see such a diverse
group of people in
a room together,
not trying to kill
each other.''

Lon

*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge .Jewelry

•

sharp contrast to the upcoming
visit by MTV. Many people in
Murray highly anticipate the
rarity of a big country act.
Creighton Matthews, junior
from Versailles, said he is looking forward to the concert.
"I think it will be the best
thing that ever happened to
Mllrray State," Matthews said.
"lt is always great to get such a
big act in this smal1 , little
town."
Todd said she is looking forward to a big turnout for Chesney's concert.
Said Todd: "Tt is going to be
an exciting show."

Contributing Writer

• •

Holiday Harvest '99
Feed the Families this Holiday Season!
WQTV46 along with participating area grocery stores and Alpha

linch

Sigma Alpha sorority are assisting the Murray/Calloway County Need

Cheese Pizza

Line this holiday season. Drop a can of non-perishable food in the

8

3.49

barrels located just past the·checkout counter at•..

D & T Foods
Food Giant
Kroger
Owens Market
Save-a-Lot
Wal-Mart

Extra Toppings Additional Charge

Medium
Spaghetti Dinner
wltb

Garlic Bread

8

3.49

..•the next time you're out shopping. You can also take donations to
the Alpha Sigma Alpha house, the Curris Center on-campus, or the
Need Line food pantry on Poplar Street In Murray. Let's make this
holiday season a happy one for all.

Medium Spaghetti
Dinner Willi Garlic Bread
&Garden FRESH SALAD

8

4.39

Your Hometown Station!
www.q46.com
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Men's rowing wins
fou~team regatta
The Murray State men's
rowing club went to The
· Head of the Licking River
regatta Saturday and won
the four-team 5,000
meter event.
Murray State rowed
against Xavier, Univeristy
of Clncinnatti and Miami
of Ohio University to win
the gold medal for the
meet.
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Rugby hosts duel
home match
The Murray State men's
and women's rugby clubs
will be in action Saturday
at the MSU Intramural
Field across the street
from Winslow Cafeteria.
Both matches will be
against Eastern Kentucky.
The men's match will take
place at 3 p.m., while the
women ruggers will start
at I p.m.

HB

The Murray State University Alumni Association
is sponsoring a tailgate
party prior to the Racers'
game at Western Kentucky on Saturday.
The party will be located at the Downing South
lawn area, just outside LT.
Smith Stadium.
The party will begin at 5
p.m. and run up to kickoff
at 7 p.m.
Snacks and drinks will
be offered and parking
will be available at the
Preston Center.
Briefs are compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor.

Sportl.igbt
Michae l Calef,
Audrey Ne lso n
Michael Calef and
Audrey Nelson are in this
week's Racer Sportlight:
Calef, junior from West
Bridgewater; Mass., shot a
218 in the three round
EKU Colonel Classic last
weekend to finish in
fourth place individually.
Calef shot rounds of 7072-76.
Nelson, sophomore
from Colorado Springs,
Colo., led the Racers in
both 3-0 victories of their
"Death Valley" roadtrip to
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State.
In Friday's game at Eastern Kentucky, Nelson had
13 kills and I 0 digs.
In Saturday's game at .
Morehead, Nelson had 14
kills and 14 digs.

Fast i ::Ctct
Race rs have good
luck on Oct. 2
The Murray State Racers are 5-2-3 in games
played on Oct. 2. The last
time MSU played on Oct.
2 was in 1993, when the
Racers' defeated UT-Martln 28-21 in overtime.
Source : MSU Sports

Information
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Brian Howellfrhe News

W KU uses a form of the option called the 1-Bo ne option, because It Is run from the 1-Fo rmation. The quarterback runs parallel to the line of scrimmage and has the
option of keeping the ball or pitchlna it to the running back who Is runnlnJ a few yards behind t he quarterback. WKU Is the only OVC team that features the option.

Racers face WKU for 'Red Belt', first place in OVC
druthers, would rather start off
the season where you're the ·
decided favorite," Racer Head
When Western Kentucky Coach Denver Johnson said.
meets MSU this Saturday, there "You also may not have to play as
is much more at stake than the good football to win the game,
and you can live with and toler"Red Belt."
ate
some poor execution and
While fans of this long-standsome
things like that and still
ing rivalry covet the glass
have
a
chance to win the football
encased crimson band, first place
in the Ohio Valley Conference game.
The big question facing the
also hangs in "the balance.
Racers is how to stop the !-Bone
While the Racers go into the
option attack of Western.
game at 1-2, they are 1-0 in the
""The hard thing about the
OVC. The Hilltoppers enter Sat- option is that is the exception,
urday's game at 3-1, but the not the rule now," Johnson said.
strength of their record is "I told our kids, if you play seven
deceiving.
o~ eight option teams in a year,
Their wins came ~ainst the · you might get good at defending
bottom two OVC teams, UT- it, but then the people that didn't
Martin and Southeast Missouri run the option would be the ones
State, as well as a weak non-con- that really worried you and give
ference opponent, Cumberland.
you problems.
"Any coach, if you had your
"The off week gave us a good

By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor

Alumni Asso ciation
hosts tailgate pa rty

I
I
I
I
I
I

jump start in preparation for it
this week," he said. "'We've done
a lot of film study. We felt like we
had a pretty good scheme last
year, but I don't know if we have
the same personnel this year.
Because of that, we've really
examined what we did last year.
Some of it we think we can still
execute fairly well this year and
some of it we're not sure we can,
so we've maybe substituted a
wrinkle or two to maybe fit our
personnel this year.
"'We given our defense a lot of
looks at the option in practice,"
he said. "Our offense has done an
admirable job of trying to simulate it the best we can. The monkey is on the defense's back this
week, so we've skewed our practice this week to the defensive
side of things to help them
defend 1-Bone, Flexbone, Wishbone. They do so many things so

many different ways. They're up outstanding statistics, its lone
pretty creative with that stuff.•
deficiency seems to be on third
After MSU's 45-18 victory over down conversions: out of 40
SEMO, the Racer coaching staff opportunities, the Racers have
has settled on a defensive start- converted only four.
"We've not been very good on
ing lineup.
The defensive line will consist third down," Johnson said.
of Steve Williams, Terrell Black, "We've dropped some balls.
Chris Kelly and Kareem We've given up sack or two.
Vaughn. Jai WJlliams, Jilon Van We've just not been very good.
Over and Chris Ramseur will It's a big concern for us.
rotate at the middle linebacker
spot, while Gary Wheeler,
"We have a tape of all our
Dwayne Potts and true freshman third down attempts and have
Gamer Byars will alternate at found out it's not just one guy,
the outside linebacker positions. but the offense as a whole," he
Tyrone Graham and Rod said. "We should be around 40
Thompson will start at the cor- percent. That's our goal."
nerback positions, while Gary
Saturday's kickoff is at 7 p.m.
Wheeler will start at strong safe- · at L.T. Smith Stadium To hear
ty. Jeremy Davis and Beau Denver Johnson's entire press
Guest will rotate between free conference in Real Audio, go to
safety and a "rover" linebacker "The Murray State News
position.
. Online" at http://www.theWhile MSU's offense has put news.org/sports.htm.

MSU Rifle outshoots UT-Martin Skyhawks
By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor
The Murray State rifle team
shot its way to a victory over
UT-Martin Saturday in its Ohio
Valley Conference and season
opener Saturday.
Saturday was also the first
match for rifle after the retirement of long-time coach Elvis
Green.
Joe Frerichs, the new rifle
coach, said he was pleased with
both the MSU Gold and Blue
teams' performances Saturday.
"I feel we had a very good
showing and we're ready to
compete for the OVC Championship and the NCAA Championships," Frerichs said.
"Being our first match, we
had to get back in the routine of
shooting," he said.
The MSU Gold team had the

highest score of6115 poi~ts, followed by the MSU Blue team
with 6009 points.
UT-Martin's Mixed team
scored 5987, while the Women's
team finished last with a score
of 6464 points.
Marra Hastings of the MSU
Gold team led all shooters with
an aggregate score of 1553,
1173 in smallbore competition
and 380 in the air rifle portion
ofthe meet.
Other top scorers for MSU
Gold were Matt Wheeldon with
a score of 1533 (1144 smallbore,
389 air rifle), Jill Livesay with a
1520 (1146 smallbore, 374 air
rifle) and Crystal Kern with a
1509 (1134 smallbore, 375 air
rifle).
"There's going to be some stiff
competition for us this season,"
Frerichs said. "It's going to take
some planning to stay at the

top. You hope to win just like in
any other sport."
Ann Proctor led the MSU
Blue team with an aggregate
score of1507, 1137 in smallbore
competition and 370 in air rifle
competition.
Other top Blue scorers were
Emily Schefold with a 1502
(1119 smallbore, 383 air rifle)
and Steve Jensen with a 1501
(1121 in smal.lbore, 380 in air
rifle).
Matt Livesay shot an 1111 in
smallbore competition for the
Blue team, while J .T. Hearn
had the second highest score in
air rifle of any MSU shooter
with a 388.
"For our first match, we did
well," Hearn said. "It's the
beginning of the year. It's going
to take some time for everyone
to get in the groove.
"I hope I can shoot that good

Ryan Brooks/The N ews

Crystal Ke m , junior from Lare mie. W yo.; takes aim during Satud ay•s opening meet aaaJnst UT-Martln at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

again and shoot as well as my
teammates," he said. "We have
some great shooters here."

The rifle team's next meet, a
dual meet, will be Saturday at
Jacksonville State.

Paintball proves to be stimulating activity for editor
"Wargasm" is quite possibly
the most politically incorrect
term I've ever heard.
The fact I have no clue what it
means has no bearing on that.
However, if it were to have a
definition, I imagine that definition would consist of one word:
paintball.
Paintball's pretty politically
incorrect in and of itself. Video
games where one plays a psychotic killer mowing down
marching bands and other
sundry innocent parties receive
enough vitriol from the forces of
peace and love.
A sport where you act that out
in real life would fly about as
far as a dorm refrigerator
hurled down a hall. Believe me,
that's' not very far.
Despite these philosophical

Sports
Ta/1.?
MORGAN
H ARDY

setbacks, many people still
manage to enjoy paintball. It's
not just any natural enjoyment,
either. It's a wargasmic enjoyment.
The primal fury raised from
running through woods in full
camouflage with a weapon that
looks like something straight
out of ''Ghostbusters" is near
indescribable.
The fact it shoots real ammu-

nition and not just fake green
lightning is just icing on the
cake.
• On one occasion, I and several
other socially-challenged individuals journeyed to some
woodlands for an afternoon of
paintballing.
After bailing out of the packed
car in full camouflage and looking suspiciously like a team of
Hungarian mercenaries, we
trundled off into the savage forest.
Our first competition was to
grab a white flag off a piece of
brush and return it to a marked
tree about 100 steps away.
Unfortunately, the noble purpose of "Capture the Flag'' soon
degenerated into "Shoot the
Hell Out of Each Other" and we
quickly ran out of paintballs.

Seeing as how our game plan
required some ret~oling, we
changed
to
playing
"Attack/Defend," in which one
team went into the woods, hid
and waited for the other team to
discover it. This was considerably more successful.
Not only did we actually have .
a victor, but I was also able to
visit some paintball carnage
upon the battlefield.
After several runs of this, we
ended the day with a five-person free-for-all. I say person
because this was actually a
mixed-gender group. Surprised?
Don't be.
Paintball competitions have
male and female divisions, as
well as mixed-gender divisions.
And I would like to take this
opportunity to add that the

"kinder, gentler gender" female
stuff you hear is a bunch of
crap, as attested to by the
bruise in the small of my back.
At any rate, this turned out to
be the best of the competitions.
As soon as I got out there; I
could tell there was a conspiracy against me.
Remember, you're only paranoid if people really aren't out
to get you.
With this in mind, I carefully
stalked my prey, only to end up
with the same distressing result
as many matches that day had
- I ran out of ammunition.
Just more proof that you've
got to have a lot of balls to play
paintball.
Morgan Hardy is the assistant
sports editor for "The Murray

State News.·
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Women's golf team rallies,
places second at home meet
Tennessee Tech was third in
the field after shooting 318 the
Assistant Sports Editor
second day, finishing two
Deja vu struck at Miller Golf strokes behind the Lady RacCourse last Tuesday when the ers. There the field split, with
top two teams from last year's the fourth-place finisher coming
Lady Racer Classic placed in in 27 strokes behind Tech.
the same positions at this year's While winning the tournament
was imPQrtant, defeating OVC
meet.
opponent Tennessee Tech, who
For those not majoring in beat MSU at its home meet two
~urray State sports history,
weeks ago, was paramount.
this means the Lady Racers
"I think they (Tech) certainly
came in second, scoring 621, realize that we made a move
right behind Arkansas State today and that we're capable of
University who finished at 619. shooting a good number," Coach
However, the similarities end Velvet Milkman said. "But, you
there. Murray State finished a know, they are too. They shot
mere two strokes behind ASU, 305 yesterday. It's going to
an improvement over last year's turn out to be a super OVC
six-stroke loss. More impres- tournament."
sively, MSU recovered from the
Widman led the Lady Racers
third-place position it held with a two-day score of 151. She
going into the second round, was third overall, two strokes
nine strokes behind then-leader behind individual winner Jody
Tennessee Tech.
Swier of Austin Peay.
"We just decided to go out and
Other Lady Racers placing in
try to shoot the best we can and the top 10 were sophomore
get a good team score together," Megan Rees, who finished
senior Jessica Widman said. fourth with a 152, and senior
"We did that both days, today Jenny Daag, who tied for sevespecially, shooting 307. That's enth with a 155.
our low for the semester, so that
Perhaps more important than
was real positive for the team the second place finish, though,
and helps us confidence-wise. was the Lady Racers managed
We're ready to finish out the to put together what in golf
semester with good scores now." lingo is called "four scorers," or

By Morgan Hardy

1

I

1

TO

four solid performances out of
the five women on the team.
"We're a veteran team, but
we're a young team, in some
ways," Milkman said. "They
pulled it together. They just
played fantastic golf today. But
the whole weekend's been good.
I think we've turned the corner,
and we11 be ready for Ole Miss
this weekend."
This weekend's tournament
at the University of Mississippi
will be one of the Lady Racers'
toughest challenges. The tournament, which features many
Southeastern
Conference
teams, has only one OVC team
outside of Murray State competing. However, after facing
rough tournaments the first few
weeks, the Lady Racers feel
they are ready to come out
swinging.
"I think we're all just trying
really hard now," Rees said. "I
think we're rather disappointed
in what we've been achieving
and we all knew we could do
better.
"Personally, I think it comes
week by week.," she said. "Golf
is one of those things you have
to pick up the club and play
great all the time. We really
came together, which is the best
thing we could have done."
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Gusty winds blow nien's golf team into sixth at EI(U
By William Gordon

two sub-par scores turned in by
juniors
Michael Calef and JereContributing Writer
my Grantham, who scored 70
and 68, respectively.
The Racer men's golf team finCalef finished fourth in overall
ished sixth in Eastern Kentucky
individual
standings
and
University's Colonel Classic at
Grantham
closed
the
tournadrought-scarred Arlington Golf
ment tied for 13th.
Club last Friday and Saturday
However, the Racers couldn't
MSU finished 11 strokes
cut through the knot of teams in
behind . tournament-winner
the top five. These five held or
Western Kentucky University.
gained position each day, except
Murray State stood at seventh Eastern Kentucky and Ohio
after a first round 295, guided by University golfers, who tied for

"lf you hit it in the fairway, it
was pure luck if it stayed in the
fairway," Grantham said.
Consistent play from MSU
sophomore Matt Stark and
freshman Brandon Henson
helped keep the Racers well
a head of the train wreck the bottom half of the field turned into
by Sunday afternoon.
Teams
finishing
eighth
through 19th in the field averaged 77 shots per player for the
final 18, with an average team

first place after round one.
Ohio Valley Conference teams
clinched the top three spots.
Eastern Kentucky University
and defending OVC champion
Morehead State ended play Sunday locked in a tie for second at
886, two strokes behind WKU.
Difficult conditions marred
the Colonel Classic.
"The wind was up both days
all day long at about 25 miles
per hour," Men's 'Head Golf
Coach Buddy Hewitt said.

"If you start to play people and
you say, 'Well, you're from Western or you're from Ohio and I'm
going to try to beat you,' you're
just going to lose the whole concept," Henson said. "As long as
you continue to play the course,
you don't have io worry about
who you're playing with."
The Racers travel next to the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga's Hillman Robbins
Intercollegiate
Tournament
Monday and Tuesday.

score of 311. Murray State shot
300 Sunday, besting co-runner
up Morehead State's final round
by two strokes.
The Racers now look ahead to
the district and conference competition they will face during the
second half of the Fall season.
"We've got our work cut out for
us in the OVC," Stark said.
"(But) we can play with those
guys a!' we proved last week."
Henson agreed the Racers can
stand with any OVC team.

Breakdown turns to· beatdoWn against volleyball's opponents
By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer
The volleyball team rolled
past. a setback to beat Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State
3-0 last weekend.
The victories moved the Racers fifth place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers were on the way

to Eastern Kentucky last Friday night when they had a
small setback. The bUf3 the
team was traveling on broke
down on the Wendell H. Ford
West Kentucky Parkway en
route to the game. This delayed
the game by twi hours.
"I thought that it helped us
focus more on the game," junior
Rachael Neighbors said.

Despite the delay, the Racers
(3-2 in OVC) showed up at EKU
Friday night to win. Senior
Rachel Kulp led the charge
with 14 kills and 12 defensive
digs.
Sophomore Audrey Nelson
supplied 13 kills and 10 defensive digs, helped by senior Mica
Wojinski's 33 assists. Neighbors also added 14 defensive

digs. Murray won the match in
three games: 15-7, 15-13, 15·
12.
"I feel that our team was
focused even though we were
delayed," Kulp said. "We
played as a team and were
intense."
"We played well," Coach
David Schwepker· said. "We
just wanted to get in there, win
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5% 0"' ONI! OROIR
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FROM NOVEMBER tiT
THROUGH
=~MilER 21TH,

Featuring:

P og'.s Mercur~
ti oo.sier Padd~

and get out."
The Racers were still riding
high off their conference victory
when they arrived at Wetherby
Gym in Morehead. The team
was looking to improve on Its 22 OVC mark and they accomplished just that.
Nelson led the team with 14
kills and 14 defensive digs. She
was aided by 36 assists from

'500

..,_ • . . . . . .

QET

GET

.

5%OPP

.

t

•••

I

%

Wojinski and 14 defensive digs
by sophomore Jessica Wood.
MSU won the match in three
game~: 15-12, 15·8, .15·10.
MSU's next opponent on Fri·
day, Tennessee Tech, is the second ranked team in the conference. They will tum around
and play the number fourranked Middle Tennessee State
Saturday.
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till
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•

¢

Photo Button
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1

FREE
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U ft

!!• LL
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'
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~ ru

1
1
1

I
I

12 ox.
cans
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COOKING OIL
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TUNA
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Pecked In 011 tt
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(6 oa. can)
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PASTA
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(12oa. pkg.)

KROGER
VEGETABLES
Selected Varieties
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'·l":.lo.Dr./U'IO
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1>~ ~
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CANTALOUPES
Medium Size Vine Ripe

...
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-
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Tuesday - 10% off your meal.
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Sunday - Free Sopaptlla or Flan with your meal.
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·
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J;{epeated game cancellations
sully intramural softball season
By Daniel Hedges

their game of the following week
being canceled and elimination from
the post season.
In some cases teams have commitRecently, the lntramurals Office
canceled several softball games, ted this infraction twice, which
which has made for many questions results in that team being dropped
from the league.
among players and fans.
The Sigma Pi fraternity softball
The Intramurals Office presented
team
has been hit hard by being
certain rules in the first meetings of
eliminated
from the league.
the intramural softball league. Each
..
We
had
a mix-up in who was
team in the league is required to
going
to·
be
our
officials," Sigma Pi
provide two officials who must call
Athletic
Director
Brad Spencer said.
at least three games a week.
"Unfortunately,
due
to this confuThe rules also specify at 4 p.m.
sion
we
didn't
get
our
sheet in twice
Thursday every week teams must
and
were
dropped
from
the league. I
fill out a conflict sheet and turn it
am
not
blaming
campus
recreation
into the intramural office secretary.
for
this,
but
it
isn't
fair
that our
This sheet, which was created by
whole
season
was
canceled."
Alison Epperson, coordinator of
Richard Hardy, Head Coach of the
intra-collegiate sports and recreation, was designed to improve the independent team Hardy Boys, had
quality of officiating; however, this strong opinions regarding rules.
"My team had to forfeit a game
form has caused several problems.
Many teams have not been turn- because of confusion about the form
ing in the form, which results in getting turned in," Hardy said. "I
Contributing Writer

lntra01ural !iport!ID1iln•hip
Rating !icale
A
B
10 poinl~ will be awarded to a team which demonstrates uu~mely good sponsmanship and
maintains an attitUde for complete cooperation.

have no problem with the fact that
8 points will be awarded 10 a team if there is no incidence of poor sportsmanship beyond
rea.'IOn.
they forfeited the game but why the
postseason?
6 points will be awarded to a team when unJiponsmanlike conduct is not present in a game
"We ~ getting punished twice for
eltcepc for minor infractions. A learn will receive this score or lower, depending on 1he spon
the same mistake," he said. "If we
for:
are getting eliminated from the
• A technical foul in ba.~ketball
postseason, what motivation does
• An unspon.c;manlike conduct penalty in football
this leave for us to play the rest of
• A verbal warning issued in softball. yolleyball or soccer
our season?"
2 points will be awarded to a team:
Despite these strong feelings,
• When a player or coach is ejecled for abusive remarks. (ejections carry a two-game
Epperson said she is sticking by her
suspension and a meeling with lhe Coordinator)
rules.
• If players persist in questioning the officials. or if any player repeatedly argues
"I had a meeting and properly
wi1h an official
informed every team involved in the
• If speclalor.>, clearly associated wi1h lhe team f:UI to cooperate wilh the official
league of these rules," Epperson
said. "They had several handouts on
0 points will be awarded to a team:
the rules as well.
• If a player or coach is ejected for any physical or auempted physical aclion taken
1owards an opponenl, official or staff
"The form was made so that we
•
If a player is l\0 antagonistic to an official or s1aff that lhe game cannot be played
could schedule our umpires in a
wilh proper order and control
fashion that would be the most suit• If a player disregardc; a warning of unnecessary roughness
able for them and allow them to be •
Teams are required to maintain a1 least an 4.5 average lhroughout the season and a ruling of 6.0 is
able to attend the game and do the
required to win a division or be eligible for playoffs.
best possible job," she said. "We are
If a team ha.~ two players ejecled during I he playoffs, in either one game or over the period of playoff
all adults here and must accept
Brian HowelVThe News
games. the team is di6qualified from funher play.
responsibility."
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Ne-ws
years, Steve Morris, even stuck by her
side, she said.
COLLINS
"Steve had been really good to me
Continued from Page 1
even though my epilepsy has been a
real downer for our relationship,"
New challenges appear
.
Collins
said. "I was supposed to travel
Because of her seizures, Autumn
to
Europe
and New York City during
had to transfer to MSU after two years
the
summer,
but was unable to due to
at Belmont University in Nashville.
my
seizures.
Steve
was supposed to go
She said she finds things that used to
on
these
trips,
too,
and decided not to
be easy for her somewhat challenging.
since
I was unable to travel."
"When you're forced away from
At first, Collins suffered from about
something or when you can't rememeight
seizures per week. Now, because
ber something, it makes you want it
of
medication,
she is averaging once a
even more," Collins said. "Some days,
week.
She
said
she had nine since she
it's a struggle for me to learn. I used to
came
to
Murray
State.
take school for granted. Now it's a
"I
get
an
aura
about me and I can
privilege. My seiz!U'es are barely calm
feel
a
seizure
coming
on, but I won't
enough for me to be able to go to
admit
it,"
she
said.
"fm
stubborn."
school, and I am determined to go to
Her
seizures
can
occur
at any time
school, even if I have to crawl to class
and
the
symptoms
can
be
pretty
scary,
with drool running frOm my mouth. I
she
said.
will not use my seizures as an excuse.
"l start out feeling light headed and
I want to prove that I can still beat
nauseous," she said. "Then my vision
half the class on the test."
Seizures limit Collins in many ways becomes blurred and I become very
that others may take for granted. She weak. I lose muscle control and then I
;said she will not be able to drive until usually pass out. I begin to shake,
she is seizure-free for at least six sometimes all over, and sometimes it
will just be my arm or my hand."
months.
For about eight hours after a
"I feel 15 again," Collins said. "I
seizure,
Collins' body feels the effects.
haven't driven hardly at all in the past
She
said
she falls into a deep sleep
eight months. However, I would
and
her
body
becomes very sore. She
rather not drive than know that I
also
has
a
throbbing
headache.
could be responsible for a death. "
Collins' roommate also feels the
!Family gives support
Collins said her family has been effects of her illness. Jennifer Liles,
'Supportive of her, but they encourage freshman from Henderson, said she
her to realize her situation could be was apprehensive at first.
much worse. Her boyfriend of seven
"It was a little scary the first few
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October I, 1999

times she had a seizure, but now it1s
okay/' Liles said. "Autumn's my friend
and I would do anything to help a
friend."
Collins said she appreciates the help
Liles and others have given her.

Future looks hopeful
"Because I depend on others, I hope
that others can depend on me," Collins
said. "I love life and I want other people to love life, no matter what problems that they may have. Everyone
has a problem. You can't dwell on
problems."
Collins, who is a communications
ml\ior, said she would like to be a modeling agent or work in the television
industry after graduation.
"I really enjoy talking to people,"
Collins said. "You have communication in every field. It's a very broad
major."
•
Collins said she communicates with
the world through her web pages,
located at www.geocitites.com/autcollins/.
Collins said she also used her communication skills when she spoke with
White College residents about her illness.
"I see it like this," she said. "Life
has given me lemons. I can either sit
on my lemons and feel sorry for
myself, or I can make some lemonade
with other people and share it. I chose
to make lemonade, and I'll share a
glass with anyone who's willing to sit
down for a drink."
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made at press time.
Some have complained about the
gym, especially after the temperature .
during the game against St. Louis
University Sept. 1 topped 100
degrees.
"The gym is an insult to the bard
work these ladies put in," according
to a statement sent to "The Murray
State News" by the parent of a team
member. "It has poor lighting, no air
(it was 102 for the St. Louis game),
lines all over the floor and basketball
backboards interfering with play."
A freshman team member said
someone told her before she came to
MSU that the team would play in
Racer Arena.
"It is my first year here, and I am
disappointed in the team's playing
conditions," she said. "It is way too
hot and the floor is always dirty."
Dennison said with the exception of
the game against SLU, playing conditions have not been out of line with
other campus athletic facilities.
"It gets hot in all our athletic arenas," Dennison said.
Austin Peay switched games with
Murray State in hopes the arena floor
would be finished in time for the
team's next match with MSU.
"I don't feet it (North Gym) is adequate for a collegiate match," Austin
Peay Coach Cheryl Holt said. "There
must be a recreation or even junior
high facility nearby with better playing conditions."

FLOOR
Cominut.'f..l from Pa~e l

but the University decided against it
after realizing the amount of time the
job would require.
Kenny Gibson, Operations Supervisor of RSEC, said the floor in Racer
Arena was pulled up, the surface
underneath was cleaned and was laid
back down during the summer. Gibson said the floor was at that time
ready for resurfacing.
"We thought it could have been
done then," he said.
Yeatts did not return phone calls
requesting information about the
project.
While repairs in Racer Arena have
been delayed, the team's games have
been relegated to the North Gym.
"Coach Schwepker requested the
North Gym as the Racers' home court
while Racer Arena was being fixed,"
Dennison said. "Coach Schwepker
requested the North Gym, he got the
North Gym, and the heat and the
lines on the floor were never a problem until he was told that he couldn't
remove the basketball goals and do it
the way he wanted."
Schwepker said while he did
request to play in the North Gym, he
asked that certain improvements seating, lights, better ventilation,
new lines on the floor, removal of the
basketball goals and a new scoreboard - be made to the facility. None
of those itpprovements had been

Thank You
Lambda Chi A[pha
for a great
JBust!!

Cj)lace

Boiled stwimp • S8 lb.
Fresh CrawfiSh • S4.50 lb.

The Murray State News

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrlntp, Enchiladas &
Sandwlch11.

No Mlnon efter 8:30 p.11. Th1ndty

11 Mllet south of Murr•v
12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

1 mle east of Paris
Lanct"lg Bridge on the rlg'lt.
(931 )232- 3098

Thlrs.-Sat. 4-9 p.m . • Sl.l"l. 1-9 p.m.

210 Ordway Hall, call 762-3735, or visit web site at:
http:/I earn pus.rnurraystate.ed u/careerservices.htrn
/,.r-o. \
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--- MAGIC TRICKS TO FIND
FULL OR PART-TIME JOB
TillS SEMESTER???? THE

is hiring- Apply ASAP
Interviews next week

CAREERSERVICESO~CE

HAS OPENINGS FOR ON
AND OFF CAMPUS JOBS!!

INATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE--PROGRAM
GO TO A PARTICIPATING COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY IN
THE U.S .. PUERTO RICO, HAWAII. OR ALASKA
AND PAY MURRAY STATE TUITION

MWF 4:30-10:30
TWTH 4:30-10:30
SSM 6:00-12:00 a.m.

$7/hr

Our Web Site includes:
•IntervieWing companies&. dates
•Career Fair pa.r ticipants list
.
(companies adding daily)

,,

'----·-·------~

•National Student Exchange information
•Co-op opportunities
•Resume counseling

___j

and much, much more!

Visit us or visit the site- it's your future.

